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A biography examining the final days of Freddie Mercury in the dawn of AIDS and the legacy he
left behind.For the first time, the final years of one of the world’s most captivating rock showman
are laid bare. Including interviews from Freddie Mercury’s closest friends in the last years of his
life, along with personal photographs, Somebody to Love is an authoritative biography of the
great man.Here are previously unknown and startling facts about the singer and his life, moving
detail on his lifelong search for love and personal fulfilment, and of course his tragic contraction
of a then killer disease in the mid-1980s.Woven throughout Freddie’s life is the shocking story of
how the HIV virus came to hold the world in its grip, was cruelly labelled “The Gay Plague” and
the unwitting few who indirectly infected thousands of men, women and children—Freddie
Mercury himself being one of the most famous.The death of this vibrant and spectacularly
talented rock star, shook the world of medicine as well as the world of music. Somebody to Love
finally puts the record straight and pays detailed tribute to the man himself.“Touts rare—and in
some cases, never before seen—images of Mercury and new insight into his life.”—People“The
book could be a standalone epidemiological study about the history of HIV/AIDS even without
Mercury. But eventually, it weaves him into the timeline, giving a detailed account of his personal
life, and his battle with the disease that tragically took him at age 45 in 1991. The result is a
powerfully emotional read.”—Rolling Stone
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thank you for believingin this book, and for all your supportThe unexamined life is not worth
living.SOCRATESPrologueNovember 1991.London, Sunday 10th. The weather in the capital is
typically gloomy. The weekend newspapers are rife with speculation over the death, just days
earlier, of the controversial newspaper mogul Robert Maxwell off the coast of Tenerife. Church of
England envoy Terry Waite has just been released from captivity in Lebanon. The films
Terminator 2: Judgment Day and Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves are battling it out to rule the
British box office. And Labour’s hopes of election success, under Neil Kinnock, are boosted by a
MORI poll that shows them six points ahead of John Major’s ruling Conservatives.None of this
likely matters to the frail passenger inside the private jet as it touches down on British soil after a
short flight from Switzerland. Unable to walk unassisted and with his eyesight beginning to fail,
he is carefully led down the steps of the aircraft. He is afforded special exemption to bypass the
queues at customs, meaning he avoids the public, the press, and the waiting cameras. Once
through passport control the passenger is ushered into a waiting Mercedes, the tinted windows
helping to preserve his anonymity. Just over an hour later, the car drops him off at his Kensington
mansion, the electronic security gates closing him off to the world outside.And the world to
him.In the spacious hallway, bedecked with beautiful Dresden porcelain, a number of prints have
recently been rehung on the walls, and the huge adjoining galleried rooms are full of Japanese
furniture and art, oil paintings and exquisite Lalique vases. In the music room, a grand piano
rests on the wooden floors, upon it the silver photo frames displaying images from a life unseen
by so many. The fallboard of the piano is closed.The stairway wends its way upwards, the
banister a crucial aid to the ailing man in his ever-decreasing quest to reach the master
bedroom. Even the days of him coming down in the morning for his cup of tea are far fewer. He
spends his time in his bedroom. Upstairs, the smell of air freshener cut with disinfectant lingers.
All around is a sense of empty hours.Within the master bedroom the once pristine bright yellow
walls are now sickly-looking and faded. Facing the grand window is the bed, its headboard built
into the wall and guarded on either side by two individually made chests of drawers in
mahogany, inlaid with delicate marquetry. Bow-fronted French display cabinets from the Second
Empire stand against the walls, containing expensive collections of crystal sculptures and
Venezia bowls.A boudoir is on the right-hand side of the bedroom; in it an Edwardian chaise



longue and a fauteuil from the 17th century ready to receive friends and guests. But visitors are
fewer now. Those who come don’t expect grand revelry and partying, as they once did, simply
reminiscences. The drip stand to the right of the bed – there to enable blood transfusions –
betrays the illness that now inhabits this house.The patient on the bed is half sleeping. He rides
on limited breath. The anti-emetic prescribed is suppressing the nausea and the painkiller,
infused earlier by a member of the loyal household staff who remains by his side night and day,
is beginning to work. The assortment of drugs is introduced via a Hickman line implant, a
cannula inserted into a vein in the neck. This simple operation was performed several months
earlier, thus facilitating easier administration of the medication required to keep the patient alive,
or, at least living and free from pain. It also solves the problem of having a nurse on hand to
insert Venflons every time access to a vein is required, which is presently at least twice a day.
This is not helped by the patient’s allergy to morphine, normally the ideal sedative used for the
treatment of pain in a case such as this.The man who lives here would be unrecognisable now
to most of us, yet almost all of us know his identity. Virtually incapacitated now, his bed is a raft,
like a broken piece of salvage, and he is a prisoner within the walls of his home. Beyond the
sanctuary of his Japanese garden, outside the walls of the property a frenzy is being conducted
by the press and paparazzi, who permanently prowl, seeking out any rumour, gossip or whisper
with which to create headlines for a public growing increasingly insatiable for news of
developments within the house. They lay siege and wait. Such is their presence that he can hear
the noise of them, blathering and jabbering there, while he lays in his bed. He can hear them just
on the other side of the wall, and sometimes he can see the blue curls of smoke from their
cigarettes rise upwards.But they are only one of the reasons the man in the bedroom is
prevented from ever leaving his home. The other, principal reason, being that he has AIDS. The
hope of a cure, a half-belief in treatments that could extend life, is gone to him. The medical
experts have backed away – they have nothing more to offer.In fact, within weeks he won’t ever
come downstairs again, let alone even contemplate leaving the walled confines of the house.No
longer able to eat regularly, he exists on less than the minimum. Rice, always fried, never boiled.
And liquids: water and tea made with milk. Sometimes, but less frequently now, he has some
fresh fruit.There is no space reserved for hope, no longer any means by which he can rescue
himself from the past. His immune system is so compromised that it has rendered the body
effectively helpless against the threat of infection. His doctor makes regular phone calls, and he
visits every other day, but the patient requires apparatus to assist his breathing now, and has
almost entirely lost the use of his muscles.On the television a video is playing of the 1959 film
Imitation of Life, a particular favourite of his starring Lana Turner. In the past he would be
reduced to tears at the denouement of this movie, his emotions cajoled by the director in the
same manner he himself would manipulate the emotions of those who listened to his music over
the previous two decades. Except this time he doesn’t weep. The change in his condition since
he was last in London is significant. It concerns those closest to him, those who surround him.
But his decline has been hastened by the decision he made less than a week ago: to come off



medication.The drugs he has taken over the last three years, an experimental and ultimately
lethal cocktail, have done little to postpone the inevitable. They have served not as a hope, as he
had assumed they would, but as a destructive regime that has reduced the quality of what little
life he has remaining.The hope of a miracle has not transpired. Now it is no longer a question of
if he was going to die, simply when. This is how his life ended.And how his dying began.Part
One1Everything has a beginning.Our beginning is in the Belgian Congo, deep in the heart of
Africa. The year is 1908 and the country is attempting to rebuild itself following the brutal regime
of King Leopold II.This was the year the Congo Free State was abolished and annexed as a
colony of Belgium, to become known as the Belgian Congo, an area 75 times larger than
Belgium itself. King Leopold died a year later, having never once set foot in the Congo
region.Before long the Belgian Congo had become, to many, a ‘model colony’ and the transfer of
responsibility to Brussels had ensured much of the wealth produced in the Congo was
reinvested within the region. Missionaries arrived and built hospitals and clinics and the Church
ran schools. An infrastructure of railways, ports and roads underwent construction and mining
companies provided homes for their staff as well as welfare and technical training.But while this
had great benefits for the citizens of cities and towns such as Boma and Leopoldville1, for those
inhabitants deep in the rainforest, the tentacles of progress barely touched them. These tribal
people continued to exist as they had done for thousands of years, surviving through hunting
and gathering before heading to a nearby village or town to trade bush meat or the prized honey
they had collected from the rainforest’s canopy. A number of tribes existed within the vast Congo
rainforest. The most famous were the ‘Pygmies’, known as the Mbuti of the Ituri Forest in
northern Congo, but there were also the Aka, the Twa and the Baka tribes and their taller and
more dominant neighbours, the Bantu. And among the Bantu tribe lived a young hunter.Our
hunter lives deep within the Congolese jungle as part of the small ethnic Bantu group that
inhabits the upper Sangha river basin. Nomadic in nature, the Bantu survive by hunting bush
meat within the forest. Being young, fit and muscular, he is one of the best hunters within the
tribe and, not only does he hunt, but he has been entrusted to take the bush meat, carcasses
and furs upriver to the city of Leopoldville to trade for the manioc root from which to make
cassava bread for the rest of the tribe. However, first he has to catch his prey.Armed with a long
spear, a cast-iron knife and a wire for setting traps, he had crept into the forest the day before to
set his snares. He used a twig to pin a lethal loop of wire to the ground, then covered it in leaves.
A living sapling bent over by another wire provided the spring that pulls the noose tight. Now, a
full night and day since he set his traps, he checks the snares to see what, if anything, he has
caught.Drawing near to his first snare, the hunter hears a disturbance in the undergrowth ahead.
He approaches slowly and silently, wary of disturbing the lethal green mamba, bright as blades
of grass, who lurk on the rainforest floor and in trees. Finally, he gets close to the snare and,
peering through the vine-like tangle of lianas, he sees that he has snared a young male
chimpanzee. The animal, once energetic and full of life, now appears exhausted and almost
dead.Moving closer, he notices that it has gnawed off part of its own leg in a struggle to free



itself from the snare. He rushes towards the chimp and spears it quickly, but not quick enough.
The chimp’s teeth sink into his left hand. He recoils as the sharp pain flows up his arm. With his
full force he pushes the spear deep into the chimp’s chest. It is enough: the chimp releases its
grip on life.He examines his wounded hand. The bite is not too deep as the creature was weak
from loss of blood. He cleans up the wound as best he can, then cuts open the dead animal and
discards its entrails with an iron knife. Once this job is done, he hoists it across his shoulders
and heads back to his boat. The warm blood from the chimp mingles and mixes with his own
blood from the open wound.Unbeknown to him, the chimpanzee he has hunted and killed is
carrying a virus. It enters the hunter’s bloodstream at the wound, and the virus, in that moment
finding his blood to be not so different from the blood of the chimp, takes hold. He is the perfect
host, given that chimpanzees and humans share more than 98 per cent sequence identity
across their genomes. The virus immediately begins to replicate aggressively. Oblivious to his
new infection, the hunter throws the dead chimp into his boat, on top of a pile of carcasses of
various animals he has already hunted, species such as pangolins and small antelope, and
pushes out from the riverbank. He makes his way on the current towards Leopoldville, a three-
day journey down the Sangha river.Around this time, Leopoldville was a thriving, bustling
marketplace with a booming population. While Boma, over 200 miles to the west, was the capital
city of the Belgian Congo and residence of the Governor-General, Leopoldville was a sprawling
town with single-storey shacks down to the banks of the river Congo, a mighty 3,000-mile
expanse of water that curved north and east to Kisangani, more than 600 miles away. Once a
fishing village, the recent completion of the Matadi-Leopoldville portage railway meant that it had
become a commercial centre. Consequently, it was to Leopoldville that traders, hawkers and
hunters from throughout the Belgian Congo would descend to sell their wares. And where there
are traders, hawkers and hunters, there are also prostitutes.After three days on the river, our
hunter arrives in Leopoldville. He has made this journey many times before, usually with the
same species that he has tracked down and killed in the jungle. This time appears no different.
The carcasses he has transported, including the chimpanzee that bit him, are cut up to be sold,
cooked or smoked. As a result of this cooking, the chimp meat will likely not infect anyone else.
The skins and hides he will exchange with other traders for maize and cassava. But for the bush
meat, he manages to make a few Belgian francs – enough money, in fact, to celebrate with a
drink and a visit to one of the many prostitutes parading up and down the streets. Either on this,
or subsequent visits, the hunter will pass on the virus that lingers unknown within him and that’s
all that’s needed for the virus to begin its spread throughout mankind.2 The transmission of the
virus from chimpanzee to hunter was likely the one and only time this one strain of HIV passed
across the species boundary, from chimp to human, and then successfully established itself to
become the pandemic we still face today.In the densely populated Leopoldville, where the ratio
of men to women was high and prostitution rife, our hunter’s virus was relatively easy to spread.
Even more dangerously, the period from infection to death could be, and often was, some years
before it compromised the immune system of its host, allowing it ample time to pass silently from



the first human victim to the next. The prostitute the hunter spent the night with in Leopoldville,
along with other prostitutes he visited on subsequent trips to the city, passed it on to their clients,
who then returned home to their wives, girlfriends and partners, and so the fatal cycle slowly
began.2For a decade after the events of 1908 the chain of infection of the virus was kept alive,
though confined to the Congo. The disease that would develop from the virus would not explode
as a notable outbreak for a number of decades and would require the perfect alignment of
circumstances for the virus to spread rapidly.That alignment started to occur during a series of
well-intended but ill-fated medical campaigns in the Belgian Congo between 1921 and 1959.
Colonial health authorities, determined to treat certain debilitating and often deadly tropical
diseases such as sleeping sickness, were using, for the first time, mass-produced disposable
syringes that enabled them to carry out systemic programmes.Hypodermic syringes had been
around since 1848 but even by the end of World War I they were still only handmade, their
components of glass and metal shaped by skilled craftsmen, making them extremely rare.
During one medical expedition to the upper Sangha river from 1917–19, the French doctor
Eugène Jamot treated over 5,300 cases of sleeping sickness using only six syringes.1It was in
the 1920s that the mass manufacture of hypodermic syringes began and changed all that. This
was crucial for medical teams working in Africa, particularly the Belgian Congo and
neighbouring Cameroon, although resources were still scant – the syringes were not expendable
– and sterilisation of the needles or syringes was virtually impossible.These injection campaigns
to combat sleeping sickness were the ideal circumstances for the spread of the virus that the
young hunter had unwittingly brought to Leopoldville. The injections were carried out in the
Belgian Congo by mobile teams with no formal education and a minimal amount of technical
training, who visited patients in their villages to give them their monthly shots in order to treat the
villagers, but also to protect the native workforce and colonial administrators. Such was the
number of people they had to inject there was no time for boiling and sterilising each needle
after use. They were simply rinsed quickly with water and alcohol before being used on the next
patient. Consequently, all too often the syringes retained small quantities of blood. Just the
smallest amount of infected blood was all that was required to transmit the disease. Even after
1956, when disposable plastic syringes became available (these were invented by New Zealand
pharmacist and veterinarian Colin Murdoch who wanted to develop a method of vaccination that
eliminated the risks of infection) they were still likely to have been reused due to cost.This
practice continued unabated and led Jacques Pepin, a Canadian professor of microbiology, to
propose in 2011 that the connection between the initial human source and the global pandemic
of the virus was the hypodermic syringe.2 He worked out that around 3.9m injections were given
against sleeping sickness, and 74 per cent of these were administered intravenously – right into
the vein, not into muscle. This intravenous method of delivery is not only the most direct way of
getting a drug into the body it is also the best way to unintentionally transmit a blood-borne
virus.3 Also, before 1950, there were only two colonies in the sub-Sahara region of Africa who
had blood transfusion programmes. One was Senegal, which started blood transfusion



programmes in 1943, the other was the Belgian Congo, where rudimentary blood transfusion
programmes had been in place since 1923 and were used specifically to treat infants with
severe anaemia, primarily from malaria. Such was the fear of malaria that it appears the benefits
of blood transfusions far outweighed the risk of infection from other diseases or blood-borne
viruses such as human immunodeficiency virus (HIV).4There are differing views; some experts
doubt that needles were necessary in such a way for HIV to establish itself within humans,
suggesting that sexual contact had been enough. But even they agree that injection campaigns,
and to a lesser extent blood transfusion programmes, may have played a later role, certainly
spreading the virus across Africa once it was established.According to Pepin, however, it is the
injections that might account for the intensification of HIV infections beyond a critical threshold;
that is, the moment when the virus had been unintentionally injected into enough people to stop
it from burning out naturally, a point whereupon sexual transmission would do the rest. And as
travel grew within Africa, thanks to the development of road and rail, so rapid transmission
throughout the continent was achieved. From the late 1930s to the early 1950s, the virus spread
by rail and river to Mbuji-Mayi and Lubumbashi in the south and Kisangani in the north. At first, it
was an infection confined to specific groups of people. But the virus soon broke out into the
general population and spread, especially after the Belgian Congo achieved independence on
30th June 1960 and became known as the Democratic Republic of Congo. From here, the virus
took hold and formed secondary reservoirs, whereupon it spread to countries in southern and
eastern Africa and across the sub-Sahara with an unstoppable momentum.And, before too long,
it had spread to the rest of the world.3Seek your happiness in the happiness of all.ZoroasterOn
14th December 1908, the same year that the simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV), which would
go on to become HIV, passed from chimp to hunter in the Congo, a woman gave birth to a 6lb
4oz baby boy in a small Indian city to the north of Bombay. The child was named Bomi by his
parents and was given the surname of Bulsara after the name of the city of his birth, Bulsar.Bomi
was born into a family of Parsees, a group of religious followers of the Iranian prophet Zoroaster.
Meaning ‘Persians’, the Parsees emigrated to India from Iran to avoid brutal religious
persecution by the Muslims in the eighth century and settled predominantly in Bombay and
towns and villages to the north of the city.Developing a flair for commerce, the Parsees were
receptive of European influence in India and during the 19th century had become a wealthy
community, thanks to Bombay’s railway and shipbuilding industries. The Bulsars, however, were
not from prosperous Bombay, but lived 120 miles to the north in the state of Gujarat. Here, for
many locals, the only realistic source of income was harvesting mangos from the many orchards
that dotted the landscape. Consequently, the Parsee community in Gujarat were far from wealthy
and many young men from the region were forced to seek work elsewhere, not only in India, but
further afield too.Bomi, one of eight brothers, was no exception. Out of necessity and financial
hardship, one by one he and his brothers left India and sailed almost 3,000 miles across the
Indian Ocean to the exotically named Zanzibar seeking work.Upon arrival, Bomi was fortunate
and found work almost immediately with the British Government as a high court cashier in Stone



Town, settling into life on the island quickly and comfortably, dedicating himself to his work and
diligently and slowly building himself a privileged lifestyle. However, he desired a family to share
his high standard of living, having arrived in Zanzibar unmarried and alone. Part of Bomi’s job
meant that he frequently had to travel throughout Zanzibar as well as returning often to India.
During one of those return trips to his homeland he met Jer, a bespectacled and dainty young
girl, 14 years his junior. It was love at first sight and they married shortly after in Bombay,
whereupon Jer left her own family behind to follow her new husband westwards across the
Indian Ocean back to Zanzibar, where they hoped to raise a family of their own.The newlyweds
lived in a two-storey apartment that was accessed by a flight of stairs from the busy Shangani
Street in Stone Town on the western side of the island. Compared to other Zanzibaris, the
Bulsaras enjoyed a high standard of living, with Bomi’s salary enabling them to employ a
domestic servant and even affording a small family car. Almost 60 years later, Jer Bulsara
recalled it as being ‘a comfortable life’.1It was on Thursday, 5th September 1946, the Parsee
New Year’s Day, when the Bulsaras’ first child was born at the Government Hospital in Stone
Town. The boy, weighing almost seven pounds at birth, was given the name Farrokh Bulsara.
One of Farrokh’s cousins, Perviz Darukhanawalla, recalled her memories of him years later:
‘When he was very young, a small child, very young, that is about three to four years old, when
his mother used to go to work, she used to leave him with my mother because my mother was a
housewife and because both his parents were working.’2 Speaking to author Lesley-Ann Jones,
Perviz remembered: ‘He was so small, like a little pet. Even when he was a very young baby, he
used to come to my home with his parents. They used to leave him with my mother and go out.
When he was a bit older he would play about in our house. He was such a naughty little one. I
was much older than him, and I liked taking care of him. He was such a small boy, a very nice
child.’3From the age of five, Farrokh attended the Zanzibar Missionary School, an establishment
run by British nuns in Stone Town. Already, according to his mother, Jer, the young boy was
showing an interest in music and performing: ‘He used to love playing records all the time, and
then sing – any sort of music, folk, classical, or Indian music.’4 When his parents attended
various functions or parties, it was always with little Farrokh in tow. It became an accepted
routine that, at these parties, he would be asked to sing. Always eager to oblige, perhaps show
off even, the small boy would burst into song eagerly and would feel so proud at being able to
make everybody feel happy through his singing, even at that young age.In 1952, Farrokh’s sister,
Kashmira, was born. ‘He was six when I was born, so I only had a year of him, yet I was always
aware of my proud older brother protecting me,’ she remembers.5 Why Kashmira only recalls a
year of Farrokh is explained by the fact that, in February 1955, he was sent away to boarding
school in India. On Valentine’s Day of that year, shortly after undergoing the Naojote ceremony
or Parsee cleansing ritual, which indoctrinated him into the Zoroastrian faith, Farrokh was
enrolled in St Peter’s School, an English-style boarding school in Panchgani, an educational
facility that was founded in 1902 and established during the dying decades of the British Rule.
The school was almost 3,000 miles from Zanzibar, and for the next few years, until 1963, Farrokh



would only see his parents once a year, for a month-long period each summer when he returned
home.Farrokh’s journey to his new school would begin with a voyage by sea from Zanzibar to
Bombay with his parents. The ship would stop in Mombassa and the Seychelles before landing
in India from where they travelled on to Bombay and then to Panchgani. For the next few years
the school, with its motto of ‘Ut Prosim’ (‘That I May Serve’) was to be Farrokh’s home.‘I cried
when we left him, but he just mingled with the other boys,’ remembers Jer Bulsara, before
continuing, ‘He was quite happy and saw it as an adventure as some of our friends’ children had
gone there.’6Whether the young Farrokh was really happy and whether he actually saw his new
life at boarding school as an adventure is hard to judge. Any eight-year-old child being sent to
school 3,000 miles away from their family could well find it hard to adjust to their new
surroundings, not only at the beginning but possibly in later life as well. In his book, The Making
of Them: The British Attitude to Children and the Boarding School System (Lone Arrow Press,
2000), author Nick Duffell claims that sending a child away to boarding school as young as eight
is tantamount to child abuse. He says that he has received thousands of letters from people who
‘feel they have been damaged by the experience of being sent away to board as a child. They
cannot form bonds with others. Children need to be brought up in the company of people who
love them. Teachers, however good they may be, cannot supply that love. Children of this age do
not have the emotional intelligence or maturity to deal with this sense of loss. They develop what
I call a “strategic survival” personality. On the outside, they are competent and confident. Inside
they are private and insecure. For many, the insecurity affects the rest of their lives.’7In later
years, when Farrokh Bulsara had become Freddie Mercury, he rarely talked about his schooling
and his time boarding in India during interviews. One of Freddie’s best friends in his adult life
was the singer and West End star Peter Straker, but even to him, Freddie rarely talked about his
childhood. ‘I have a feeling he didn’t go into his childhood too much because he went to school
in India and he didn’t want to be considered Indian,’ suggests Straker. ‘Now it wouldn’t matter,
but at that time it was different. He used to say he was Persian. He liked the idea of being
Persian, which I think is much more exotic whether you’re a rock and roll star or a wrestler.’8One
of the few times Freddie spoke publicly about his schooling was in a 1974 interview. When
asked about his school years, he was adamant: ‘Have I got upper-class parents who put a lot of
money into me? Was I spoilt? – No. My parents were very strict. I wasn’t the only one, I’ve got a
sister, I was at boarding school for nine years so I didn’t see my parents that often. That
background helped me a lot because it taught me to fend for myself.’9In another interview on the
subject of boarding school, also in 1974, Freddie would reinforce these views: ‘My parents
thought boarding school would do me good so they sent me to one when I was seven, dear. I
look back on it and I think it was marvellous. You learn to look after yourself and it taught me to
have responsibility.’10Naturally, a boarding school environment can sometimes be associated
with bullying and sexual abuse, and such actions can often shape the individual in their adult life.
Jungian analyst, psychotherapist and supervisor Joy Schaverien PhD suggests that the
psychological damage suffered particularly by boys at boarding school, primarily as a result of



loss when family is replaced by many same-sex strangers, can have a dramatic effect on sexual
development too. She writes: ‘Warmth may be sought with the available other, as a new form of
sibling group emerges. Sexual experiments may offer solace but may also lead to abuse. This
may lead to confusion in development of sexual identity and some boys become uncertain of
their primary sexual orientation. Whilst initiating the child into the pleasures of homosexuality the
institution proclaims its dangers. This may set a person on a path of covert homosexuality or of
proclaimed heterosexuality and emphatic disavowal of homosexuality.’11Whether Farrokh
experienced such sexual development at St Peter’s is impossible to know, and we’ll never know
whether it influenced his sexual orientation. Freddie barely touched upon bullying and sexuality
at boarding school in his interviews in later life, but he did comment very briefly upon abuse in
school in an interview with NME in March 1974 when asked about brutish behaviour and
homosexual goings-on: ‘It’s stupid to say there is no such thing in boarding school. All the things
they say about them are more or less true. All the bullying and everything else. I’ve had the odd
schoolmaster chasing me. It didn’t shock me because somehow, boarding schools, you’re not
confronted by it, you are just slowly aware of it. It’s going through life.’ When asked if he was the
pretty boy whom everyone wanted to lay, Freddie replied: ‘Funnily enough, yes. Anybody goes
through that. I was considered the arch poof.’ And in response to the question, ‘So how about
being bent?’ Freddie said: ‘You’re a crafty cow. Let’s put it this way, there were times when I was
young and green. It’s a thing schoolboys go through. I’ve had my share of schoolboy pranks. I’m
not going to elaborate further.’12A former teacher at St Peter’s during Farrokh’s period there,
Peter Patroa, who taught maths, recalls the signs of Freddie Mercury’s homosexuality were
already well known within the establishment. ‘Homosexuality exists in any school,’ Patroa said in
2008, ‘And it certainly did in St Peter’s at the time that Freddie was a student here. When he
moved to Mumbai, he was apparently close to a boyfriend there. His father would have been
informed and I’m sure was very disappointed. The family had a very rigid background going back
generations, and Zoroastrians completely forbid homosexuality.’13A Panchgani schoolmistress,
Janet Smith, who resided at St Peter’s because her mother taught Freddie art, was also
convinced that signs of his homosexuality were evident early on: ‘It was obvious that Freddie
was different from the other boys. He would run around calling everyone “darling” and he often
got over-excited. At that time we didn’t understand being gay. I once asked my mother why he
was like that and she just told me that some people are different.’14During his early terms at the
school, Farrokh was terribly shy, being especially self-conscious about his prominent upper
teeth caused by four extra teeth at the back of his mouth that gave him a pronounced overbite.
His fellow pupils gave him the nickname ‘Bucky’. However, soon he was to adopt another name
when the teachers began calling him ‘Freddie’ as an affectionate term. He seized on this name
instantly and from that moment on Farrokh Bulsara became Freddie Bulsara.Despite being so
far away from his parents, Freddie soon got over his homesickness and immersed himself in
school activities, particularly sport. ‘The school had a very strong emphasis on sport and I ended
up doing every single one of them. I did boxing, cricket and table tennis, which I was really good



at,’ Mercury would later recall.15 He was also reasonably good at sprinting and hockey, sports of
which his mother approved far more than boxing. ‘Freddie was excellent at all sports, but when I
heard about the boxing, I wrote to him from Zanzibar, where we were living, and told him to stop
that. I didn’t like the idea, it was too violent,’ she remembered.16Eleven-year-old Freddie won the
school sports trophy for Junior All Rounder in 1958. Incredibly proud of his achievements, he
wrote home to inform his parents:Dear Mum & Dad, I hope you are all well and Kashmira’s cold
is better. Don’t worry, I’m fine. Me and my friends at the Ashleigh House are like a second family.
The teachers are very strict and discipline is most important here at St. Peter’s. I’m very happy to
tell you that I was awarded the big trophy, Best All Rounder Junior. I received a big trophy and
they even took a photograph, which will appear in the annual school magazine. I’m very proud
and I hope you are too. Send my love to Kash. I love my little sister as I love you all.
Farrokh.17Despite being good at sports, Freddie was increasingly attracted to subjects such as
art and literature and, of course, music. He had already been introduced to music –
predominantly opera – by his parents in Zanzibar but he had also developed a taste for Western
pop, especially the piano-based rock’n’roll sounds of artists such as Little Richard and Fats
Domino. While at St Peter’s, during which time he joined the school choir and took part in a
number of theatrical productions, Freddie also encountered the recordings of Lata Mangeshkar,
one of India’s best-known and most respected playback singers. Playback singers recorded
songs for movie soundtracks for the actors and actress to lip-sync to and Freddie became
fascinated with Mangeshkar, attending one of her concerts in Bombay in November 1959. Two
years later, she visited St Peter’s School and performed at the summer fête in front of Freddie
and the other pupils.In terms of Freddie’s own singing, it was his maternal aunt, Sheroo Khory,
who first became properly aware of his natural musical gift. ‘Once, when I think he was nine
years old,’ she remembered, ‘Freddie used to come running up for breakfast and the radio was
on and then, when the music was finished, he went to the [piano] stool and played the tune. I
[thought I] must get him some music lessons. He’s got an ear for music.’18 She persuaded his
parents to pay for private musical tuition and he subsequently managed to pass his Grade 5
exams in practical and theory, being presented with his Certificate on 7th November 1958 at St
Peter’s School annual speech day and prize giving. ‘I took piano lessons at school,’ Freddie
would later recall, ‘And really enjoyed it. That was my mother’s doing. She made sure I stuck at
it.’19In 1958, Freddie formed his first band. By then he had developed a close friendship with
four other pupils at St Peter’s: Bruce Murray, Farang Irani, Derrick Branche and Victory Rana. All
fans of Elvis Presley, the five of them decided to form a band and used the art room at St Peter’s
as a rehearsal studio. Under the name of The Hectics they began thumping out their own
rudimentary version of rock’n’roll. For someone who was later to become one of music’s most
expressive and flamboyant performers, Freddie’s role in the fledging band was very much in the
background, playing his style of boogie-woogie piano and providing backing vocals while Bruce
Murray took on the role of lead singer.‘All we really wanted to do was to impress the girls in the
neighbouring girls’ school,’ Murray recalled. ‘We sang hits like “Tutti Frutti”, “Yakkety Yak” and



“Whole Lotta Lovin”. Freddie was an amazing musician. He could play just about anything. And
he had the knack of listening to a song on the radio once and being able to play it. The rest of us
just made a godawful racket, with cheap guitars, a drum and an old tea chest that we’d
converted into a bass with one string. But the band served its intended purpose: the girls really
loved us.’20The Hectics, dressed in their rock’n’roll uniform of white shirt, black tie, pleated
trousers and perfectly greased hair, soon became star attractions at any school function and
also became popular with Panchgani’s inhabitants, where they were known as ‘The Heretics’
because they were so different and so extreme for the time. But when Freddie left Panchgani
and St Peter’s School on 25th February 1963, having failed his Class 10 examinations, The
Hectics were no more and instead he returned to Zanzibar and an uncertain future.4Back in
Zanzibar and living with his parents, Freddie enrolled at school in Stone Town in an attempt to
finish off his education while constantly trying to gather anything connected with pop culture that
might somehow find its way onto the island. The Western world, with its music and fashion, was
a constant attraction to the teenage Freddie Bulsara, a fact his mother, Jer, was all too aware of:
‘He really wanted to come to England. Being a teenager he was aware of these things in
Western countries and it attracted him.’1 Living at home and still in full-time education in the
early 1960s, there seemed little prospect of him following his dreams and travelling to England.
But significant events were about to cause a massive upheaval in Zanzibar and would ultimately
lead to the entire Bulsara family, with their very lives in peril, upping sticks and fleeing to the
UK.At the beginning of the 1960s, Zanzibar had a tremendously varied cultural heritage based
upon the extensive ethnic diversity of its population. Over the centuries, trade from Africa, Asia
and the Middle East had converged upon Zanzibar, bringing a multitude of influences. Now, in
the early part of the decade, tension between ethnic groups was beginning to rise as a result of
the Arab population, despite being less than 20 per cent of Zanzibar’s population, being
dominant both economically and politically. In 1963, when Britain granted Zanzibar
independence an election followed which pitted the Afro-Shirazi Party (ASP) against Sultan
Jamshid bin Abdullah’s Zanzibar Nationalist Party (ZNP). The ZNP were victorious in the
election with 54 per cent of the vote, but this only increased feelings of resentment within the
black population and a coup led by self-appointed Field Marshal John Okello soon followed.
Okello believed he was divinely chosen by God to remove Arabs from power and, on 12th
January 1964, with popular support from Zanzibar’s oppressed African majority, the
revolutionaries fought their way towards Stone Town.The Bulsaras were still living in their
apartment in Stone Town at the time and were all too aware of Okello and his revolutionaries
murdering and plundering their way across Zanzibar. It appeared no Arab or Asian was safe. Jer
Bulsara remembers this period: ‘It was really frightening. And everybody was rushing around and
didn’t know what to do exactly. And because we had young children, we had to decide too, we
had to leave the country.’2Fitting whatever possessions they could carry in two suitcases, the
family fled Zanzibar. They could have travelled to India but, owing to the fact that Freddie’s
father, Bomi Bulsara, had a British passport and that he had worked for the British government in



Zanzibar, they chose to fly to England. In May 1964, Bomi, Jer, Freddie and his younger sister
Kashmira arrived at Heathrow Airport.They settled into a four-bedroom house at 22 Gladstone
Avenue, Feltham – a suburban town in the west London Borough of Hounslow, directly beneath
the Heathrow flight path. Freddie was extremely excited to have finally made it to London, but for
his parents, life was tough. They were used to a privileged life in Zanzibar with domestic
servants, not to mention the tropical weather. Now they existed under the drab grey London
skies with the incessant din of aircraft flying overhead. And Britain itself was not the most
welcoming of places towards immigrants in the early 1960s.Since the late 1940s onwards, the
Black and Asian population in Britain had increased through migration from the Caribbean as
well as India, Pakistan and Bangladesh. A tide of resentment was beginning to grow and race
and immigration had become major domestic political issues. In the summer of 1958 there had
been a vicious outbreak of antiblack rioting in London’s Notting Hill during which a young black
man, 32-year-old Kelso Cochrane, was murdered, and in 1964, the year of the Bulsaras’ arrival
in the UK, that year’s General Election featured the notorious Smethwick by-election in which
race became a divisive issue, so much so that a British branch of the Ku Klux Klan was formed
later in the year. Against such a tense background, Bomi and Jer Bulsara opted to keep their
heads down and simply provide for their family as best they could while they created new lives
for themselves in the UK. Finding the cost of living much higher than they had been used to, both
parents had to take a job. Bomi found employment as an accountant for a local catering
company, while Jer went to work in the local Marks & Spencer store.For Freddie Bulsara,
approaching his 18th birthday, the excitement of finally being in England was tempered by the
fact that his life was at something of a crossroads. His education in India and Zanzibar had been
a failure but he was keen to revive his studies in London at a local art school. But it wasn’t what
his parents wanted for him – they were keen he should follow a more established and watertight
career. ‘He knew we wanted him to be a lawyer or an accountant or something like that, because
most of his cousins were,’ Jer Bulsara explains. ‘But he’d say, “I’m not that clever, Mum. I’m not
that clever.” ’3 To be seen to be doing something, Freddie would fill out job application forms, but
deep inside he hoped they would be unsuccessful.His desire to go to art school wasn’t so much
a passion to study painting, sculpture or textiles but a determination to follow a path that many
English pop stars had previously trod. While in Zanzibar he had read in the few Western
magazines to reach the island that it was almost de rigueur for wannabe pop stars to attend art
school first, and he had his heart set on Ealing Technical College & School of Art, as its famous
alumni included Ronnie Wood, Roger Ruskin Spear and Pete Townshend. ‘He used to talk about
that,’ his mother, Jer, remembers, ‘that so many people from art college had done music, pop
music, and I didn’t take much notice of that at that time thinking, well, it’s one of those things, let
us see.’4But Freddie’s lack of educational success in India and Zanzibar meant he didn’t have
the required qualifications to be accepted at Ealing. The only option available to him was to
attend a foundation course at another educational establishment. Thirty-five minutes away by
bus from Freddie’s Feltham home was Isleworth Polytechnic, where in September 1964, he



began an arts foundation course. Here, he hoped to get the A-levels he needed to get into
Ealing.Although he was not yet where he wanted to be, Freddie Bulsara had arrived in London.
And at just the right time. It was the era of The Beatles, The Kinks and The Rolling Stones, of
Mods and Rockers clashing at seaside resorts, of Radio Caroline broadcasting from UK
territorial waters, and Top of the Pops had just begun on BBC TV. For the first time, Freddie felt
he belonged, and he was determined to make the most of the opportunity fate had dealt
him.Little did he know that also living in Feltham, just a few streets away from the Bulsara family,
was a 17-year-old physics student. This teenager was a keen guitarist but unable to afford the
much-coveted Fender Stratocaster that he so desired. The only solution was to build one
himself. So, over the next 18 months with the help of his father, he built an electric guitar to
precise specifications.A few years later, Freddie would be introduced to this teenage guitar
wizard during a random meeting in London. It would prove a pivotal moment in music. The life of
Freddie Bulsara and the course of pop history would never be the same again, as the
foundations of Queen were laid during that very first encounter.5At around the time that the
Bulsara family was fleeing Zanzibar for their new lives in London, HIV was beginning its own
migration across the world.For decades, ever since the initial jump of the virus from a
chimpanzee to a human sometime around 1908, it had remained, by and large, contained within
the Republic of Congo. The country had been granted independence from Belgium in June 1960
and then dispensed with the name of the Belgian Congo. In fact, the year in which Belgium
ceded interest and governorship in the region has been identified as a crucial and pivotal mid-
century moment of divergence in the spread of HIV globally.It was the very ambition to develop
the west of Africa by the great Western powers that, ultimately, created this situation and
provided the routes for HIV to spread beyond the ‘Dark Continent’. The desire to plunder the
Congo region for its ivory, rubber and diamonds, and the subsequent railway network created to
service such intensive industrialisation, produced the perfect environment for the virus to
spread. Kinshasa (formerly Leopoldville) rapidly became the best connected of all African cities
and, as such, was the perfect conduit from which HIV could spread rapidly. By 1948 over a
million people were passing through Kinshasa on the railways every year and this unwittingly
enabled HIV-1 to be transmitted throughout the country. At some point between the end of the
1930s and the early 1950s, the virus had spread from its epicentre.Signs of the virus reaching
out were there for all to see, but no one would know what they were looking at, or what they were
looking for. As early as the 1930s, Dr Leon Pales, a French military doctor, spent some time
observing the soaring death rates among men constructing the Congo-Ocean railway. After
conducting autopsies he found in 26 of the deceased workers a wasting condition he named
Mayombe cachexia. This condition, named after the stretch of the jungle where the men had
died, resulted in atrophied brains, swollen bowel lymph nodes and a number of other symptoms
that would later become synonymous with HIV. But, during the 1930s, it was simply another
unidentified tropical malais.Therefore, HIV was able to spread extremely quickly across the
Democratic Republic of Congo, a country the size of Western Europe, as a result of the railway



network and, to a lesser extent, the waterways. The changing sexual habits of the country’s
population, in particular the rise in the sex trade, also contributed greatly in enabling the virus to
become a pandemic. The social changes surrounding independence in 1960 also contributed; a
study by Dr Nuno Faria of Oxford University’s Department of Zoology states that this year ‘saw
the virus “break out” from small groups of infected people to infect the wider population and
eventually the world’.1As well as medicine and the creation of infrastructure, there remained the
most effective method of the virus being transmitted: sex. The sex trade in the Democratic
Republic of Congo flourished as a consequence of the building of roads and railways and the
increase in industry within the region. The construction workers, miners and administrators who
flooded into the region to seek employment were predominantly male (they outnumbered
women in the city of Kinshasa by two to one) and they sought out the prostitutes who, taking on
a large number of clients and practising unsafe sex, were all unknowingly complicit in helping
the virus take hold in the city. From here the virus would spread to neighbouring regions via the
very roads and railways these construction workers were building. A study in the journal Science
suggests that, because of the medical programmes and this increased sex trade, HIV spread
from Kinshasa rapidly as infected individuals travelled along their newly constructed railways
and roads and even the old waterways. By 1937, HIV had spread four miles from Kinshasa to the
nearby city of Brazzaville; by 1946 it had reached Bwamanda, 583 miles away; and by 1953 it
had reached Kisangani, over 720 miles from Kinshasa. The authors of the study claim that, by
1960, the spread of the virus had become exponential in West Africa, although no one realised
it.2 How many Africans died of the disease can only be speculated – perhaps, over 80 years, as
many as 200m?Then, sometime in the mid-1960s, HIV crossed the Atlantic and landed in Haiti.
The catalyst for this transmission of HIV was yet another goodwill gesture, one that backfired
spectacularly. Once independence was granted to the Democratic Republic of Congo in 1960,
most – if not all – of the Belgian officials made a hasty retreat from the region, leaving a critical
vacuum at the heart of the newborn Republic.To fill this void UNESCO shipped thousands of
Haitian teachers and technocrats to Africa, specifically the Democratic Republic of Congo. A
large proportion of these were based in Kinshasa. Ideal recruits to step into the shoes vacated
by the Belgians, they were French-speaking, well-educated, black, and more than happy to
desert Haiti and the brutal dictatorship of ‘Papa Doc’ François Duvalier. They spent weeks,
months or years working in West Africa, in countries such as the Democratic Republic of Congo,
Angola and Cameroon before returning to their homeland. It was when these professionals
arrived back home, sometime around 1964, that the HIV-1 subtype reached Haiti.This timescale
corresponds precisely with the thousands of Haitians who went to Africa in 1960 to work and
who returned during the mid- to late-1960s and early 1970s once Zaire (the Democratic
Republic of Congo had renamed itself Zaire in 1971) had completed the training of local national
managers. En masse, Haitians began to leave central Africa after 1968, although many had
already returned home. In 1998, J.F. Molez wrote a paper for the American Journal of Tropical
medicine which states: ‘Medical investigations made in Haiti from 1985 to 1988 and clinical



observations reported the deaths of retired Haitian managers who had lived and worked in Zaire
and then returned to Haiti (and had lived there for a period of 10–15 years) that were suspected
to be due to AIDS’. Given the length of time from infection of HIV to death from AIDS in the
1980s was seven to ten years, these dates align perfectly with the theory that Haiti was suffering
an AIDS epidemic of its own around 1970 following the return of its workers from Zaire during
the late-1960s.But it wasn’t just sexual intercourse in Haiti – be it heterosexual or homosexual –
that led to the virus spreading there. Something else was happening in Haiti’s capital that
exacerbated the problem, a problem no one knew existed at the time, of course. Dr Jacques
Pepin claims another of the factors in the rapid expansion of HIV in Haiti was a plasma centre in
Port-au-Prince. It only operated for two years, 1971 and 1972, but was known to have low
hygiene standards. During those years, impoverished Haitians were being encouraged to sell
their blood plasma to the US for derisory sums as America was in desperate need of plasma for
transfusions, as well as for the protein elements it contains, such as gamma globulin to inoculate
against hepatitis. The US was, apparently, unable to meet its own demand for plasma because
there were not enough healthy donors willing to give blood. Part of the reason for this was that
most Americans were affluent enough not to be attracted to donate blood whereas the poverty-
stricken Haitians were more than willing to sign up for $3 per donation.A company called Hemo-
Caribbean negotiated a ten-year contract with the Haitian Government’s Minister of Interior,
Luckner Cambronne, leader of the feared Tonton Macoutes secret police and nicknamed the
‘Vampire of the Caribbean’.3 Hemo-Caribbean used a relatively new procedure, which involved
the donor giving a litre of blood, from which the amber plasma was harvested out, and then the
blood pumped back into the person who donated it. All this for a payment of $3, which could be
boosted to $5, if the donor was willing to have a tetanus vaccination, which made their plasma
more valuable because additional tetanus shots could then be harvested from the plasma. After
this, their own blood was pumped back into them, meaning they could then go back and donate
again and again in quick succession without becoming anaemic.There was a catastrophic
problem with this, however, which was that the blood of countless donors was inadvertently
mixed together in the plasmapheresis machine before being pumped back into them, thus
infecting potentially every donor – and therefore recipient – with any blood-borne virus the
donors might be carrying . . . such as HIV.But Hemo-Caribbean seemed perfectly happy with the
manner in which the plasma was collected. In an interview with the New York Times on 28th
January 1972, Joseph B. Gorinstein said of his procedures, with a somewhat chilling
nonchalance, that the plasma his company processed was ‘a hell of a lot cleaner than that which
comes from the slums of some American cities’.It wasn’t until later in 1972 that President
Richard Nixon asked for an investigation into the blood business in the US, but by that point, with
no screening for HIV because it wasn’t on anyone’s radar, the virus was already circulating
around Haiti and, most probably, it had already entered the US either in the infected plasma or
via a single infected immigrant who had arrived in a large city such as New York or, more likely,
Miami only 700 miles away.This single migration of HIV from Haiti to the US is called the



‘pandemic clade’ by investigators and represents a key turning point in the history of the AIDS
pandemic. It is called a single migration only when it successfully establishes itself. Individuals
with HIV may have crossed into the US and infected several people but the lineage of infection
burnt out. The single successful event is estimated to have happened between 1969 and 1972.
This would fit the subsequent epidemiology of HIV in the US, as the first cases of AIDS were
reported roughly ten years after HIV is thought to have entered the country from Haiti, the
precise interval between infection with HIV followed by progression to AIDS and subsequent
death.4 Just as it had before in the Congo, in the decades before mass travel (and colonial
medical programmes using a hollow-bore needle), the virus would remain lurking for almost ten
years before anyone noticed it.The death of a teenage boy in St Louis in 1969 of an unspecified
illness baffled doctors at Washington University, and suggested to some that the AIDS virus
might have already been in the US several times before the epidemic of the 1980s kicked off.
The 15-year-old African-American named only as Robert R., but subsequently identified as
Robert Rayford, presented himself to a clinic in 1968 suffering from an assortment of ailments
including swollen lymph nodes, swelling of the legs, lower torso and genitalia. For 15 months he
was treated in three different hospitals but became increasingly exhausted, lost a dramatic
amount of weight, and suffered severe chlamydia. None of those treating him in any of the
hospitals could diagnose his illness. Eventually he died of bronchial pneumonia and an autopsy
found he had Kaposi’s sarcoma (KS) lesions throughout the soft tissues of his body, a hallmark
we later became aware of AIDS infection.It wasn’t until 1986 that doctors were able to perform
specific tests on tissue samples from Robert Rayford. Two tests were conducted: blot tests of his
serum, a precise test for AIDS virus antibodies, and also a test for the P24 antigen, a virus
protein that gives further evidence of infection. Both tests came back positive but, crucially, it
wasn’t the strain that became known in the late 1970s and which spread AIDS worldwide.
Doctors remained baffled. Rayford had never had a blood transfusion, didn’t do drugs, had never
left the area and no other cases had been reported in his vicinity. The general conclusion was
that there must have been several different strains of HIV at low level already making incursions
into different countries, including the US, and at some point one of these strains became
established and spread the pandemic. It is possible that, as in Africa, other people in the US did
have HIV and died from it at a much earlier date but that no one had ever connected these
deaths to AIDS because no one was looking for a virus they didn’t know existed.5Most of the
evidence points to the fact that, although various strains of HIV might have already been in
existence in the US or, indeed, other parts of the world before the 1970s, the most likely route is
that the deadly HIV-1 came to America from Haiti via one migration between 1969 and 1972 and
established a foothold within the country then subsequently spread imperceptibly. In the ensuing
years, the virus followed certain paths of chance and opportunity in certain subcategories of the
American population.‘The virus reached hemophiliacs through the blood supply. It reached drug
addicts through shared needles. It reached gay men – reached deeply and devastatingly into
their circles of love and acquaintance – by sexual transmission,’ suggested David



Quammen.6For a dozen years or so it travelled quietly from person to person. Symptoms were
slow to arise; death lagged some distance behind. No one knew the cause, and no one
associated the deaths.At some point in the 1970s, someone would give the virus to a Canadian
airline steward called Gaëtan Dugas. Then someone would pass it on to the Hollywood actor
Rock Hudson.And just over a decade after it arrived from Haiti, someone else would give it to
Freddie Mercury.6On 24th May 2006 at Bonhams auction house in London, a three-minute reel
of Super-8mm film came up for auction that attracted a considerable amount of global interest.
Lot 474 dated from around 1965 and was significant as it featured rare and unpublished film
footage of Freddie Bulsara at Isleworth Polytechnic.The silent film, shot by one of Freddie’s
friends, Brian Fanning, shows a group of six young men walking towards or away from the
camera, standing in staged positions, and sitting on a park bench smoking or gesticulating
towards the sky with their arms. Being silent adds to the eeriness. Dressed in a wine red blazer
and white shirt with blue trousers, Freddie is conspicuous by his obvious shyness. Not once
does he smile, leading one to speculate his protruding teeth are making him incredibly self-
conscious. There is no sign of the showman he is set to become in later life although already his
movements and gestures indicate a whimsical nature and an element of camp, particularly when
he buries his chin in his shoulder with an embarrassed grin after unravelling his hands
theatrically skywards.Freddie attended the Polytechnic from 1964 to 1966 and in terms of
getting him into Ealing School of Art it certainly served its purpose. He had already gained three
O-levels in art, history and English and now had the crucial A-level in Art & Fashion. But it offered
him more than just that: it gave him a greater exposure to fashion, to films, to the English pop
culture of the time and, of course, to music.The mid-1960s was a turning point for popular
culture in the UK. At this time Britain’s baby boomers were coming of age and pop culture, art
and politics came together to seismically change British society from the bottom up. For the first
time, creativity looked to the masses rather than to the higher echelons for validation. The
Beatles were showing how pop could be both art and extraordinarily popular at the same time,
as well as introducing regional accents to the masses. Films such as Darling, The Knack . . . and
How to Get It, and Roman Polanski’s Repulsion starring Catherine Deneuve were redefining
British cinema while documentaries like The War Game literally blew audiences away with its
depiction of the horrors of a nuclear attack. In the world of theatre Frank Marcus’ The Killing of
Sister George opened in London, one of the first British mainstream plays with lesbian
characters, and Dirk Bogarde’s film Victim – notable in film history for being the first English
language film to use the word ‘homosexual’ – also played.Victim became a highly sociologically
significant film as it played an influential role in liberalising attitudes (as well as the laws in
Britain). Four years later, Lord Arran proposed the decriminalisation of male homosexual acts,
which ultimately led, in 1965, to MP Leo Abse introducing the Sexual Offences Bill. When
passed two years later as the Sexual Offences Act, homosexual acts between two men over the
age of 21 in private in England and Wales were finally decriminalised. And, if that wasn’t enough,
1965 also saw theatre critic Kenneth Tynan spark outrage by uttering the word ‘fuck’ on BBC1



TV.Studying at Isleworth Polytechnic and living in London during the Swinging Sixties proved
vital to the transition of Freddie Bulsara into Freddie Mercury. He had arrived at just the right
time. Bulsara observed and absorbed what was going on around him and, like a magpie, stole
that which shone from music, film, dance and fashion. Storing these elements up for future use,
he would adapt them into his own music, style and look in the decades that followed. Of course
he wasn’t the only one doing so, but he was unique in that while others were stealing or
borrowing from the blues or skiffle or rock’n’roll, Freddie was stealing from Puccini, Porter and
Presley. It was this culturally cluttered mix that would combine in his compositions to create
something extraordinary.But that was all in the future. For now, in 1965, it was taking a while for
him to adapt and find his feet. One of his closest friends at Isleworth Polytechnic, Adrian Morrish,
recalls how Freddie stood out from early on: ‘He dressed weirdly in drainpipe trousers that
weren’t quite long enough and middle-aged jackets that were slightly too small. I suppose he’d
brought those clothes with him from Zanzibar or India. He seemed very gauche, but he
desperately wanted to fit in.’1 His sister, Kashmira, also remembers Freddie’s early – and distinct
– lack of style: ‘Freddie stood out against other boys of his age because at that time the fashion
for hairstyles was [the] long and shaggy look, but when we arrived Freddie had that very old-
fashioned Cliff Richard look, very shiny, the hair going backwards, standing up, that kind of look,
so wherever we would go out together, or come home from a bus stop or something, I’d like to
walk behind him because I didn’t want people to think I was with him.’2Freddie’s determination to
‘fit in’ led him to join the Polytechnic’s youth choir and theatre group and he appeared in a couple
of productions, The Kitchen and Spectrum. But music was still his main passion and he grew
restless trying to find an outlet for his musical creativity.During evenings and weekends he would
sometimes join his friends at local pubs, where they’d watch bands and singers such as Rod
Stewart and Long John Baldry and occasionally go on to parties afterwards, although Freddie
drank little and frequently left early. There appeared little sign of the man who, decades later,
would host some of the most outrageous parties in the history of rock’n’roll and though none of
his Polytechnic friends recall Freddie having girlfriends during his time at Isleworth, neither do
they remember any explicit indication of him being gay. He simply attended his classes, fooled
around a little with his friends, earned a bit of extra cash in menial jobs such as washing pots at
Heathrow Airport or stacking crates on a nearby industrial estate, and was even paid £5 per
session as a nude life model.By the time he left Isleworth Polytechnic in 1966 Freddie had grown
in confidence and he felt more at home in England. Furthermore, his dress sense had improved
considerably and he had swapped the outdated clothes he had brought with him from Zanzibar
and begun dressing in the more bohemian look of 1960s London. Finally, Freddie Bulsara was
beginning to fit in.In September 1966, enrolling at Ealing School of Art to study a course in
fashion design was everything Freddie had dreamed about: the chance to study art and to follow
in the footsteps of rock musicians and pop stars who had done the same thing. What’s more, he
was in London at the height of its cultural power and relevance. What more could he want?After
a while the daily commute from Feltham to Ealing proved to be a drag to Freddie, so he started



crashing on the floor of Chris Smith’s flat, a college friend who rented a property at 42b Addison
Gardens, Kensington. Despite following his dream, it wasn’t long before he became
disenchanted with the course at Ealing, where he spent his time studying fabric printing and
textile design, and he was already looking at alternatives. But, most of all, Freddie was
desperate to follow his musical ambitions. This only intensified on 16th December 1966 when
the BBC TV show, Ready Steady Go! transmitted the first British television performance by
American guitarist Jimi Hendrix. Performing ‘Hey Joe’, Hendrix announced himself spectacularly
with his virtuoso playing style and energetic and wild stage persona. Freddie found himself
captivated by everything about Hendrix’s performance: the music, the fashion, the hair, and,
above all, his command of the stage as an artist.So captivated was he by Hendrix that Freddie
went to see him perform 14 times, including nine nights in a row at pubs all around London. ‘I
would scour the country to see him whenever he played because he really had everything any
rock’n’roll star should have: all the style and the presence,’ Freddie would later say. ‘He didn’t
have to force anything. He’d just make an entrance and the whole place would be on fire. He was
living out everything I wanted to be.’3Hendrix was less than four years older than Freddie and
provided him with the spark to follow his dream. Determined to be a star, Freddie had already
started writing songs at home as his mother, Jer, recalls: ‘He would write songs from an early
age. I kept on saying, as all mothers do, carry on with your studies and clean up your bedroom.
Once when I went into his bedroom at our home in Feltham. I told him I was going to clear up all
the rubbish including the papers under his pillow. But he said “Don’t you dare.” He was writing
little songs and lyrics then and putting them under his pillow before he slept. It was more music
than studying and my husband said he didn’t understand what this boy was going to
do.’4Freddie knew exactly what he wanted to do, but he needed like-minded musicians around
him and, unable to find anyone who shared his passion, ambition and raw talent, he consoled
himself by using his time in class to draw images of his idol that he would plaster over his
bedroom walls. ‘He was a great artist, you know, line drawing, pencil. He had this whole
catalogue of stuff. Hendrix, he did a lot of pictures of Hendrix that were brilliant,’ remembers one
of his college friends at the time, John Taylor.5Sometime between 1967 and 1968, Freddie was
asked to leave the fashion design course at Ealing by its principal, James Drew, owing primarily
to the fact that he was spending too much time away from college (in part watching Jimi Hendrix)
rather than undertaking his studies. Incredibly, he managed to persuade the principal to let him
switch courses rather than kick him out and consequently Freddie found himself on the graphics
course. It was on this course that he encountered three students who shared his interest in
music; as well as Chris Smith – who Freddie already knew – there was Nigel Foster and,
perhaps most importantly, Tim Staffell.Staffell was a more than able musician. He had taken up
the harmonica in the early 1960s before moving on to the guitar and then finally settling on the
bass guitar as his instrument of choice. One evening in 1964, he was playing harmonica in the
wings for a band called Chris & The Whirlwinds at Murray Park in Whitton. In the audience that
night was young bass player and a young guitarist who also happened to attend Hampton



Grammar School and who had just formed their own band called 1984. The bass player was
Dave Dilloway; the young guitarist was the boy from Feltham who had built his own guitar with
the help of his father in a workshop. His name was Brian May.Following the concert, Dilloway
and May tracked down Staffell and persuaded him to join their new band as singer and
harmonica player and, on 28th October 1964, with Tim Staffell now in the band, 1984 played
their first ever gig at St Mary’s Church Hall in Twickenham. By 1967, when Freddie Bulsara
became friends with Staffell, 1984 had been gigging consistently around London and had even
recorded a number of songs at Thames Television Studios. The band also supported Jimi
Hendrix on 13th May 1967 when he played at Imperial College London, a concert that,
conceivably, Freddie himself attended as an audience member.Once he had switched courses
at Ealing, Freddie quickly fell in with Staffell and the other musically inspired students. ‘My first
impressions of Freddie were that he was quite straight culturally. That’s to say, conservative – I
didn’t even think about his sexuality. You wouldn’t have described him as being at all “in your
face”. He had a fair degree of humility. Freddie didn’t particularly shine. Having said that, though,
he was intuitively a performer and his persona was, even then, rapidly developing. As far as
being a star was concerned, I personally think he was already in the ascendant. People
responded to him,’ Staffell remembers.6During the winter of 1967, Staffell’s friends were
introduced to the band he was fronting, 1984, and Freddie and Chris Smith became regulars in
the audience whenever and wherever they played across London. According to Smith, it was
fairly obvious that Staffell and May were clearly head and shoulders above the rest of the band
in terms of talent. It was to be a prophetic observation as, early in 1968, Brian May abruptly left
the band because he wanted to be in a group that performed their own material rather than
cover versions and also because he had to devote more time to his studies – he had enrolled at
Imperial College in 1965 to study physics and infra-red astronomy, having left Hampton
Grammar School with ten O-levels and four A-levels. However, May kept in touch with Staffell
after 1984 had split and a few months later they were to join forces again.In the meantime, when
he wasn’t living like a gypsy on the floor of Chris Smith’s Kensington flat, Freddie continued to
compose basic songs or lyrics in the bedroom of his parents’ home in Feltham, study at Ealing,
and follow Jimi Hendrix around feverishly whenever he could. ‘I think Hendrix represented
something to him, a goal that he could achieve himself,’ suggests Tim Staffell.7But, in 1968,
despite the influence of Hendrix, there was still little sign of the flamboyant character Freddie
Bulsara would one day become, as classmate John Hibbert remembers: ‘With hindsight, looking
back you’d think he must have stood out, he must have been the leader of the gang, and he
wasn’t really, because his nature was actually very kind and gentle and actually relatively
quiet.’8Still desperate to get into music somehow, Freddie, for the time being, could only hang
onto his friends’ coat-tails, so he was fortunate that one of his closest friends at the time, Tim
Staffell, was about to form another band.Staffell and Brian May remained keen to pursue their
own musical ambitions after the demise of their previous group, 1984, and, in the autumn term of
1968, May met up with Staffell, who was still at Ealing School of Art, and they decided to form



another band. Staffell would provide vocals and play bass while May would play guitar. They
needed a drummer to form the musical trio of bass, guitar and drums that was totally in vogue
mid-1968, thanks to the popularity of The Jimi Hendrix Experience. So, with that in mind, they
posted an advert on the noticeboard at Imperial College, where May was studying, requesting
applications for a ‘Mitch Mitchell/Ginger Baker type drummer’ to join a new band.The advert was
spotted by a number of drummers who all applied; however, none of them were up to the
required standard. But fate was to intervene. Passing the noticeboard one day was Imperial
College student Les Brown. ‘As I remember, the first day back at Imperial College I went to the
Student Union Bar, saw the “Drummer Wanted” ad written in hand by Brian, and brought it
straight back to the flat,’ he recalls.9He wasn’t a drummer himself. But his flatmate, Roger Taylor,
was.7Roger Taylor had a passion for music from an early age, forming his first skiffle band, The
Bubbling-over Boys, while still at primary school. By the age of 12 Taylor had been given his first
rudimentary drum kit and would practise diligently in the garage of the family home on the
outskirts of Truro, Cornwall. In 1965 he joined a band that was to become known, eventually, as
The Reaction, and over the next few years they became well established throughout the Cornish
music scene. Despite their provincial success, The Reaction split up in the summer of 1968 and
two weeks later, Roger Taylor shared a lift to London in Les Brown’s purple Triumph Herald to
begin his studies in dentistry at the Royal London Hospital Medical and Dental School.‘I came to
London to go to college to meet other people, to be in a band and that was my plan and the
college was a way of getting to London and meeting like-minded people,’ Taylor recalls.1Roger
and Les lived together in a rented ground-floor flat at 19 Sinclair Gardens in Shepherd’s Bush
and it was to this flat that Les returned one evening with Brian May’s advert for a drummer. Roger
applied immediately and soon Brian May and Tim Staffell were heading over to his flat with their
acoustic guitars for an audition. The three of them struck up an immediate friendship, Roger was
hired, and soon afterwards they began rehearsing properly at Imperial College.‘I remember
being flabbergasted when Roger set his kit up at Imperial College,’ recalls May. ‘Just the sound
of him tuning his drums was better than I had heard from anyone before. It was amazing.’2The
band needed a name. They settled on Smile, suggested by Staffell, and began rehearsing
intensively. Not content with playing cover versions, the band, specifically May and Staffell,
began composing their own songs too.The three of them continued with their studies during the
day and spent whatever other spare time they could find rehearsing or discussing music. As a
result, Taylor’s flat in Shepherd’s Bush became a frequent meeting place and crash-pad for
members of the band and their entourage, which included Freddie Bulsara, who was there by
association with his friend and classmate, Staffell. Freddie immediately struck up a friendship
with Roger Taylor, which was ignited by their shared passion for Jimi Hendrix, and he became a
regular hanger-on at Smile gigs, the first of which was at Imperial College on 26th October 1968
when they supported Pink Floyd.In February 1969, Smile played their second major gig at
Richmond Athletic Club and just a couple of weeks later, played their third major concert (though
not the main attraction by any means), which just happened to be at the Royal Albert Hall and



was a charity concert for Imperial College. It resulted in Smile’s first ever review in which a Times
journalist referred to them as ‘the loudest group in the Western world’.Following a short tour of
Cornwall, Tim Staffell took Freddie along to one of their London rehearsals. ‘He came over with
Tim one day,’ recalls Roger Taylor, ‘and he just became one of the circle. He was full of
enthusiasm – long, black flowing hair and this great dandy image.’3Freddie immediately liked
their sound and started to regularly attend gigs, even taking it upon himself to offer advice,
whether it was needed or not. ‘Freddie was a very big advocate and appreciator of our talents,’
remembers Brian May. ‘He had this thing that we were presenting ourselves all wrong. He was
into the show as a show, which was a pretty unusual idea in those days because the fashion was
that you had to wear jeans and they had to be split and you had to have your back to the
audience, otherwise it was pop. Freddie had the idea that rock should be a show, that it should
give you something that was overwhelming in every way.’4Freddie was desperate to join Smile
but the only room found for him was in the van as he accompanied them to gigs around London
and, later in the year, on another tour of Cornwall, where they played venues as diverse as
Fowey Royal Regatta, Falmouth Art College and St Minver’s Perceval Institute. By now, Roger
Taylor had taken a hiatus from his studies to concentrate on his musical career and it appeared
his decision might pay off when Smile were offered a one-single deal for the US by Lou Reizner
of Mercury Records. In June 1969, Smile decamped to the Trident Recording Studios in
London’s Soho, where, with producer John Anthony, the band recorded three songs.To see
Smile in the recording studio with a deal for a US release must have been a bitter pill for Freddie
to swallow. His route into the band seemed blocked for good and any hopes of a musical career
appeared to be diminishing while the possibilities for his friends were potentially limitless. To
make matters worse, he had completed his education and his only source of income was from
the ‘Kasbah’ stall he had recently started with Roger Taylor in Kensington Market. ‘We had a
dream of being in a working band, but the only way to live was to sell the sort of outlandish
clothes we loved,’ remembers Taylor. ‘So we ponced around in velvet capes and tight trousers,
and sold the look to other people.’5Eventually, the musical salvation that Freddie hoped for
arrived while Smile were awaiting the release of their debut single in America. A band from
Liverpool, called Ibex, had arrived in London seeking their own fame and fortune. Like Smile,
they were a trio and consisted of Mike Bersin on guitar and vocals, Mick ‘Miffer’ Smith on drums
and John ‘Tupp’ Taylor on bass. They were managed by 17-year-old Ken Testi, who had
accompanied them down from Liverpool. Ken was dating Helen McConnell at the time, whose
sister, Pat, knew Roger Taylor and Smile. Consequently, they were all regulars at The
Kensington pub and on 31st July 1969, Smile and Ibex found themselves hanging out together
there, celebrating Pat’s birthday, along with Smile’s chief hanger-on, Freddie Bulsara.Later that
evening, everybody decamped to Pat McConnell’s flat at 36 Sinclair Road. Here, while the party
continued, Brian May began playing the guitar. Before long, an impromptu acoustic Smile gig
was underway but this time, rather than shouting suggestions, Freddie simply joined in with the
singing. Mike Bersin, the guitarist and lead singer with Ibex, was all too aware of his own



limitations as a lead vocalist and realised that Freddie Bulsara might be just the person they
were looking for. Their manager, Testi, agreed: ‘Ibex were going nowhere fast. They had so much
talent though, and it didn’t go unnoticed by Freddie.’6One evening, after the bands had met once
again at a local pub, Freddie offered a suggestion to Mike Bersin: ‘What you guys need is a
singer.’ Testi was all too aware that Freddie’s heart was set on joining Smile, ‘but that wasn’t
going to happen, so that’s why he turned his sights on Ibex.’7Soon after, Freddie Bulsara
auditioned for Ibex and was quickly accepted into the band as lead singer. ‘Once we had
Freddie, we were a little rough and ready, but we showed a lot of potential,’ remembers drummer
Mick ‘Miffer’ Smith.8 The mix of three working-class northerners and a London-based dandy
originally from Zanzibar was a strange combination but, finally, Freddie was fronting a band.
However, as he quickly discovered, Ibex’s 17-year-old manager was having no luck finding them
any gigs in London. He did, though, have two shows lined up in Bolton and the first of these
performances, a lunchtime gig at the Octagon Theatre on 23rd August, was the debut show for
Ibex with Freddie Bulsara as lead singer.Ken Testi remembers Freddie’s stagecraft at that first
gig more than his vocal performance: ‘Freddie was shy off-stage but he knew how to front a
show. It was his way of expressing that side of his personality. Everything on-stage later in
Queen, he was doing with Ibex at his first gig: marching from one end of the stage to another,
from left to right and back again. Stomping about. He brought dynamics, freshness and
presentation to the band that had been completely lacking previously.’9After their next gig the
following day at an open-air festival in Bolton’s Queen’s Park, Ibex didn’t perform live again until
9th September in Liverpool. The intervening period saw them rehearse whenever possible,
practising songs by Rod Stewart, Yes and The Beatles. Most of these rehearsals took place in
London and Freddie had, by now, moved out of his parents’ house in Feltham and was living in a
flat in Ferry Road, Barnes. But he was not alone there; most of Smile and Ibex were also
crashing out in any room they could find and their musical instruments and equipment took up
any other free space going. In the front bedroom were three single beds, and one of these beds
was where Freddie slept, along with any combination of people who happened to find
themselves occupying the other two.Denise Craddock was a student at Maria Assumpta
Teacher Training College alongside Pat McConnell, and they were both sharing the house too.
She recalls the arrangements at Ferry Road: ‘People would just sleep in the sitting room. There
were couches and cushions, and other things that could be laid out. It was £25 a month, I think,
which sounds nothing now but we had to scratch together as students, and we were not well-off.
Freddie was especially struggling to make ends meet. He had very few clothes and his shoes
had holes in them.’10Freddie accepted a few commissions as a graphic artist to earn whatever
money he could, but his heart was still set on music as a profession. On 9th September, Ibex
had their next gig, again in the northwest. It was held at The Sink, a basement venue in
Liverpool, and this performance should not have been remarkable except for the fact that, during
the encore, Ibex were joined on-stage by two members of the audience: Brian May and Roger
Taylor, who were in Liverpool performing with Smile at another venue.By this point Freddie’s



stagecraft had improved immeasurably and he had already adopted an on-stage device that
would later become one of his signature moves in Queen. ‘His mic stand technique, this half mic-
stand thing, I think traces back to Ibex,’ recalls bass player John Taylor. ‘In those days, you’re
talking 1968, 1969, you know equipment wasn’t very good or professional and I think he was just
swinging a mic stand around and the bottom fell off and he couldn’t get it back on. Nobody had
road managers, well, we didn’t in those days, so nobody came rushing back with it to fit back to
the thing, and he was just prancing around and made the most of it.’11With no performances
lined up in London, Freddie and other members of the band were growing tired of the constant
driving up and down the motorways of England to perform in Liverpool. For Freddie, London was
where he had to be, even though he had little money and life in Ferry Road consisted of constant
bed hopping in a marijuana-filled household.While Smile threw themselves into playing as many
shows as they could, Freddie was beginning to plot his next move. He thought that a change of
name for Ibex might result in more success. One night he phoned guitarist Mike Berson, who
had remained in Liverpool, and suggested they call the band Wreckage. The rest of the band
agreed, but not all of them made an appearance at Wreckage’s first gig at Ealing College on
31st October 1969. Drummer Mike ‘Miffer’ Smith had left the band. Smith’s decision to leave
Wreckage angered Freddie. He wrote a letter to his friend Celine Daley on 26th October in which
he laid into Smith: ‘Miffer’s not with us anymore ’cos the bastard just upped and left one morning
saying he was going to be a milkman in Widnes.’ The letter continues: ‘Miffer, the sod, went and
told everyone down here that I had seriously turned into a fully fledged queer.’12 Certainly, other
members in Ibex were making fun at the expense of Freddie’s campness, as bassist John Taylor
recalls, ‘Fred’s nickname, within the band, he was quite camp and we all made the most of that.
We called him the “old queen”.’13Whether or not he was aware of how his bandmates referred to
him behind his back, Freddie was almost certainly struggling with his own sexuality at this point.
His camp, dandy persona was obvious, but to confuse matters, in 1969 he was dating one of his
old Ealing classmates, Rosemary Pearson. She had been drawn to him the first time she saw
him – and he to her. ‘He didn’t do that much work. In the studio he just sang all the time. He was
charismatic, dressed outrageously – sometimes in shorts, no top and a fur coat – and was
determined to make it as a singer. He was a clown, so much fun to be around. Freddie was also
the only truly fearless person I ever met.’14Together they would spend an increasing amount of
time together; she would show him around the art galleries of London and he would introduce
her to different types of music. ‘He always behaved as though he were in front of an audience,
even if he was just with me. His gestures were theatrical, and often he’d break into song
embarrassingly in the street. Yes, he liked to be the centre of attention, but he was sometimes
remorseful about that, and was always genuinely interested in me and my work,’ she
remembers.15She would accompany him shopping on Portobello Road, they went to parties
together, and soon their relationship blossomed. ‘We were in a restaurant holding hands and
kissing. Next thing I knew we were back at his flat at Barnes. It wasn’t like a romantic sweeping
me off my feet. I was talking about going to Moscow on my own so we’d be apart and we were



feeling really warm about each other and close and comforting. He loved to be affectionate, he’d
always put his arm around you and kiss you and be cuddly. It wasn’t as though he suddenly
made a pass, because we weren’t like that anyway,’ she recalls.16When they first met,
Rosemary had no inkling that Freddie might be gay, but as their relationship grew ever more
closer, she began to notice that Freddie showed an increasing interest in her circle of gay
friends, which included the film-maker Derek Jarman and the artist David Hockney. Rosemary
was the only female invited to their dinner parties and Freddie pestered her to introduce him to
the circle. She began to feel confused, especially when Freddie expressed longings to explore
gay relationships. ‘I felt that if he ever met these people, then that would be it. They would take
him from me, and I would be shut out.’17Reluctantly, Rosemary decided to end the relationship
in 1970 after a year together. ‘It was awful. He begged me not to go, and said he didn’t
understand. I knew that I could not bear to be simply his friend, hearing about his other
relationships. So it had to be the end.’18 Looking back on the relationship over 35 years later,
she said, ‘He was a very ardent lover, he was faithful to me, he was devoted to me although we
didn’t live together. But it wasn’t as though we’d just met and it was mad passionate sex, just a
very good closeness. I don’t think I could say I was passionately in love with him. We weren’t
ever right for each other.’19Freddie’s relationship wasn’t the only part of his life that had ended at
this point. After playing only ten gigs or so, Wreckage disbanded just before Christmas, 1969.
Freddie auditioned for a few other bands and eventually joined Sour Milk Sea after seeing an
advert in Melody Maker. ‘Freddie auditioned with us in a youth club in the crypt of a church in
Dorking,’ recalls drummer Rob Tyrell. ‘We were all blown away. He was very confident. I don’t
think it was any great surprise to him when we offered him the job.’ Rhythm guitarist Jeremy
Gallop agrees: ‘He had an immense amount of charisma, which was why we chose him.’20
Guitarist Chris Chesney, also recalls the audition: ‘I remember Freddie being really energetic and
moving around a lot at the audition, coming up and flashing the mic at me during guitar solos. He
was so impressive. There was an immediate vibe. He had a great vocal range. He sang falsetto;
nobody else had the bottle to do that.’21Once accepted into the band, Freddie played a number
of gigs in and around London but soon his desire for creativity and control became too much for
the other members of the band, Chesney remembers: ‘When Freddie joined, the band lost its
focus. The cohesion between the four of us was significantly weakened. Musically, we were
more pastoral than what Freddie was into, he was coming from a different place. He was heavily
into Led Zeppelin. I thought the musical frictions were very exciting. We became un-blues based,
whereas before we were stuck on that R&B template.’22Jeremy Gallop also recalls the dynamics
at the time: ‘Freddie very quickly wanted to change us. I can remember him trying to make us
learn “Lover”. I can still recall how it went. We were all thinking – me especially – “Fucking hell,
this isn’t the way we want to go!” If only we could relive life again . . . but Freddie was a very
sweet man. He was a very good arbitrator. Chris and I used to argue like hell. I used to have
fights with the bass player – and get beaten up – and Fred was always the one who’d cool down
the situation with diplomacy. On-stage, Freddie became a different personality – he was as



electric as he was in later life. Otherwise he was quite calm. I’ll always remember him being
strangely quiet and very well-mannered. Extremely well-mannered, in fact. My mum liked
him.’23Drummer Rob Tyrell, though fond of Freddie, felt the singer had another agenda with
Sour Milk Sea. ‘We liked Freddie,’ he admits. ‘He was fun, but he was quite a schemer in a way.
He had other things cooking. I could feel it in my bones he wasn’t really interested in us. He knew
he was good. He used us as a kind of stepping stone.’In the spring of 1970, Sour Milk Sea
disbanded and Freddie found himself, once again, without a band. He had been through Ibex,
Wreckage and Sour Milk Sea in little more than seven months.Meanwhile, Smile were also
struggling. Their US single had disappeared without a trace. Then they played a showcase gig at
London’s Marquee Club in December 1969, which failed to cause a stir, and were dropped by
Mercury Records as a result. To make matters worse, bass player and vocalist Tim Staffell had
had enough and quit the band. Suddenly, Brian May and Roger Taylor were left with no group.
‘We wondered if we should give up,’ remembers May, before adding, ‘But then young Freddie
Bulsara arrived on the scene.’24Freddie had been on the outer periphery of Smile for a couple of
years and watched jealously as they flirted with success. Now, suddenly, he found himself
without a band, and Smile found itself without a singer. As May remembers, ‘Freddie was always
there, you know, Freddie was always saying, “Well, I’ll sing, we can do this, you know, put the
band together like this, etcetera, etcetera, and we can do this, this, this and this,” and we kind of
gradually went, well, okay.’25Freddie jumped at the chance to be Smile’s vocalist and, in the
early part of 1970, although still called Smile, three quarters of what was to become Queen were
about to take the stage together for the very first time. Freddie’s journey to rock’n’roll stardom
had well and truly begun.‘It was exactly right,’ says a gracious Tim Staffell. ‘Freddie wanted to do
the kind of theatrical stuff that Smile was moving towards and I gradually got uncomfortable with
it and moved away. Good job I did. I’m glad I got out of the way because if I hadn’t, the world
wouldn’t have had Queen.’268At the beginning of 1970, Freddie was 23 years old and, having
joined forces with Roger Taylor and Brian May in the band Smile, was about to embark on the
next stage of his quest for musical glory. However, whatever convictions he might have had
about his talents as a singer and composer, the angst over his sexuality was causing all sorts of
confusion, concerns and doubts within his head.His relationship with Rosemary Pearson had
withered once she became aware of his ambiguous and androgynous feelings and, although he
was to begin a relationship later in 1970 with another woman, Mary Austin, Freddie was
struggling to come to terms with whether he was straight, gay or bisexual. He was not alone;
despite the decriminalisation of homosexuality three years previously, any gay man in the UK in
1970 still faced hostility, abuse, and even prison. It was a particularly tough time for someone like
Freddie, a young man who had been brought up with values and habits that not only reflected
colonial Asia but also his parents’ strict Parsee religion, a faith that looked upon homosexuality
as a form of demon worship. Consequently, he would have had imprinted on him, by his elders
and those within the Parsee faith, a lack of self-esteem and a sense of shame associated with
homosexuality. Freddie was, after all, a child of the 1950s when it was a widely held belief that



the concept of homosexuality was a mental disease.Between 1945 and 1955, the number of
prosecutions for homosexual behaviour in the UK rose from 800 to 2,500 annually, and 1,000 of
these involved custodial sentences. By 1955, 30 per cent of those prosecuted ended up being
imprisoned and the irony of imprisoning homosexual men in all-male institutions seemed
completely lost on the system.The increase in numbers of homosexual men being gaoled in the
1950s was as a result of the Home Office pursuing a more vigorous policy of prosecuting
offenders, which was also linked to Cold War paranoia, and homosexual men were aware that if
they reported a crime and the police suspected they were homosexual, the police would ignore
the original crime and concentrate predominantly on their aspect of homosexuality. One of the
most well-known victims of such an incident was mathematician and Enigma code-breaker, Alan
Turing, who called the police to report a break-in, yet was subsequently convicted of gross
indecency in 1952, thereby setting off a chain of events that led to Turing’s suspected suicide in
1954.Those who weren’t imprisoned were often ‘encouraged’ to undergo ‘aversion therapy’ –
psychiatry’s new toy in the 1950s. This brutal treatment, in which the ‘patient’ was shown images
of naked men and given a series of electric shocks or drugs such as apomorphine to induce him
to vomit, was meant to put him off homosexuality forever. To make sure they were ‘cured’, the
men were then shown images of naked women or films of nudist colonies to provide them with
relief from the pain. Such aversion therapy continued into the 1960s and, as the decade
progressed, homosexuality was viewed not only as a criminal offence but also classified as a
mental illness.When Freddie Bulsara arrived in the UK in 1964, the general social climate was
almost unimaginably homophobic, and wherever he looked he could find no openly gay role
models and no gay support groups. However, all around him the children of the 1960s had
embraced the so-called Summer of Love and young people in the US, the UK and across
Europe took the opportunity to cast off not only their clothes but also the conservative social
values imprinted on them from their parents’ post-war social regimen, and to take the
opportunity to experiment freely with drugs and sex. The mid- to late-1960s was a time of sexual
awakening and experimentation for many, but for most homosexual men this exhibition of sexual
freedom didn’t extend to them; they were seen as evidence of moral degradation and,
subsequently, many tried to live a ‘normal’ heterosexual life, concealing their homosexuality.In
1967, however, a bill to partially legalise homosexual acts was passed in the House of
Commons. This followed a decade of bitter campaigning after Sir John Wolfenden’s 1957 report
had stated homosexuality should not be classified as a crime and that society and law should
respect ‘individual freedom of actions in matters of private morality’. It had been a long drawn-
out affair to get the Bill to this stage and it had endured countless compromises. Consequently,
anyone expecting the legal status of heterosexuals and homosexuals to be equal would be
disappointed; the Bill didn’t even come close to achieving that. And anyone hoping that the
arrests would also end was similarly let down. Between 1967 and 2003 some 30,000 gay and
bisexual men were convicted on grounds of indecent behaviour, which included holding hands
in the street or kissing in public. Crucially, the Bill had only decriminalised homosexuality in



private (and then only between two men of 21 years or older) and any exhibition of being openly
gay in public could still result in a jail sentence. So while indoors gay men could be out and
proud, outside in public they were still outlawed, criminalised and generally perceived as being
sick. In fact it was, in effect, illegal to be homosexual anywhere else except behind closed doors
and with one other man.For many at this time the shame attached to being homosexual was
almost unbearable. Shame, it is a soul-eating emotion. Letting everyone down. Bringing shame
on families, and on their faiths. It is perhaps difficult for anyone born after 1980 to comprehend
what that meant, although the stigma of being HIV+ and having AIDS would later come
close.Across the Pond, Americans had taken notice of what was happening in England and
Wales (Scotland and Northern Ireland would not decriminalise homosexual acts in private until
1980 and 1982 respectively). In 1969 in the US, the Stonewall riots in New York City ignited the
modern gay rights movement in the US. A year later, the first Gay Liberation Day March was held
in New York City, the first LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bi-sexual and Transgender) parade, billed as the
‘Gay Power Parade’ was held in Los Angeles and the first ‘gayin’ took place in San Francisco. It
was also during this time that the first ever cover story featuring gays and lesbians was
published in the US. The 1969 story published in Time magazine stated that, ‘though they seem
fairly bizarre to most Americans, homosexuals have never been so visible, vocal or closely
scrutinized by research.’ It was a period of remarkable transition for gays and lesbians in the US
and one that would continue into the early 1970s with an increased visibility for the gay
movement. As Rebecca J. Rosen wrote: ‘The thick bottle that had contained an entire culture
was uncorked in 1969; within a few years it would be shattered into a thousand pieces.’1In
England and Wales, the movement struggled to adopt the pace of change seen in America
despite the Gay Liberation Front being established at the London School of Economics in 1970.
Their slogan was ‘Gay Is Good’, but prejudice did not vanish from the streets of Britain and in
1971, the Nationwide Festival of Light, supported by Cliff Richard, Mary Whitehouse and
Malcolm Muggeridge, was held by British Christians who were anxious to display their growing
concern about the development of a permissive society in the UK, with the corrupting influence
of homosexuality being a particular focus of angst.For Freddie Bulsara, and the countless other
gay men, it seemed that, despite the passing of the Bill, they would never be able to actually
come out. For a flamboyant wannabe rock star like Freddie, with a craving for success and a
burning ambition to prove himself, this must have been tortuous inside. After all, his very
passions were opera, fashion, ballet and art.It was one of the reasons Freddie rarely
commented on his own sexuality directly. He made witty remarks, delivered double entendres,
and spoke in coded tongue to any inquisitive journalist, but he knew that, despite the change in
the law, social homosexuality remained taboo and it would continue do so for the next two
decades. So, like others masking their true self, he hung out with certain crowds in secure
environments of ambiguity to avoid detection and discrimination. He found that showbiz as such
would shield him from scrutiny, as it had decades earlier for artists such as Noël Coward, Ivor
Novello, Dusty Springfield and Timi Yuro. And maybe that is what Freddie did in the 1970s:



became a 1950s gay, behaving outrageously behind closed doors, but not upsetting the status
quo, the establishment. Even though times were changing, he wasn’t yet confident enough in his
own sexuality to make that admission, he couldn’t risk it. That would be a decision for another
day, another lifetime.In 1972 the first British Gay Pride rally was held in London and around 700
participants marched from Trafalgar Square to Hyde Park. As well as curious and bewildered
onlookers, the marchers faced intimidation, hostility and an aggressive police presence. Arriving
in Hyde Park there was food, booze, dope and music and camped-up versions of party games
like spin-the-bottle and drop-the-hanky. There was also mass public same-sex kissing, still
potentially (depending on the circumstances) illegal in 1972, but, as gay rights campaigner Peter
Tatchell – one of the marchers – recalls, ‘The cowardly Metropolitan Police would have arrested
us if we were lone gay couples kissing, but they dared not arrest 700 of us.’2The year 1972 also
saw the launch of Cosmopolitan, a magazine aimed at the new breed of ambitious young
professional women. The magazine rebranded men as ‘vulnerable, dependent and emotional
human beings’ who were also terrified of being judged solely on their sexual performance. It
seemed the gloves were off as challenges to the traditional male role model were becoming
apparent. The passing of the Equal Pay Act in 1970, together with the earlier Abortion Act of
1967, helped women become more equal and independent of men, and the whole concept of
the male bread-winner and nuclear-family was being questioned, creating an inevitable sense of
insecurity and uncertainty among men both in the workplace and in their relationships. The
British male’s feelings of insecurity at the time were not helped by the fact that British
manufacturing was in decline thereby creating a crisis of masculinity as man’s dominance within
society was eroded.While the younger generations embraced these attitudes, the older pre- and
post-war generations struggled to adapt to the new decade of the 1970s. But now things were
changing. Prehistoric attitudes that men didn’t wash the dishes or do housework were becoming
less acceptable among the newer generation of younger couples, and the first few years of the
decade found men from these younger generations spending time with their families and helping
out around the house, be it gardening, DIY or going on shopping trips together. This was
perfectly illustrated in the various sitcoms of the period such as Man About the House.At the
same time there was a seismic shift in men’s fashion, with butterfly collars, polyesters, bell-
bottoms, skin-tight T-shirts and painstakingly curled hairstyles in vogue. Hats were out and facial
hair and gold medallions were very much in. Advertising recognised the shifting attitudes and
depicted good-looking, muscular young men, confident and proud, in high-waist pants, floral
shirts and cable-knit sweaters, while commercials used celebrities to espouse the appeal of
pungent aftershaves, from Denim cologne for ‘the man who didn’t have to try too hard’ to ‘splash
it all over’ Brut aftershave.Fortunately for Freddie, as style boundaries were pushed back, it was
popular culture and especially the worlds of music, film and theatre that dared to see just how far
they could be stretched. And this was Freddie’s world. Salvation came in 1972, in the form of the
movie Cabaret (based on Christopher Isherwood’s 1939 short novel, Goodbye to Berlin). Hitting
cinema screens across the world, Cabaret would shatter the ‘saccharine reputation of the movie



musical with its edgy take on anti-Semitism, Nazism, abortion and even repressed
homosexuality’.3 The film, set in Berlin in 1931, chronicled the hedonism prevalent during the
decline of the Weimar Republic and the rise of the Nazi Party and focuses on the relationship
between aspiring actress Sally Bowles and upper-middle class English teacher Brian Roberts.
Sally soon discovers that, while Brian adores her personality, he’s really in love with the physique
of Maximilian von Huene. The trouble is, so is she! The stories behind these characters and their
relationship conflicts helped make Cabaret a box-office hit, but it was the way it looked, the
performances, the score, the groundbreaking choreography and design that would take it on to
win eight Academy Awards. More importantly, Cabaret was one of the first mainstream films to
celebrate homosexuality. It was a film that Freddie adored. ‘I like the cabaretish sort of thing,’ he
said in a 1977 interview. ‘In fact, one of my early inspirations came from Cabaret. I absolutely
adore Liza Minnelli, she’s a total wow. The way she delivers her songs, the sheer energy. The
way the lights enhance every movement of the show.’4Cabaret would go on to have a profound
effect on Freddie, firstly as a young man when he was discovering, and finding himself attracted
to, the themes of homosexuality. And, watching the film repeatedly throughout his later life, other
themes contained within it would become increasingly relevant and apparent: the futility of false
dreams, decadence, loneliness, mortality and the centrality of truth. This is a classical Hollywood
musical drawing from the traditions of theatre and literature, arenas that were attractive to
Freddie, ones that he already felt a part of. The film’s style alternates between naturalism and
non-naturalism, drawing on a wide range of musical influences, each one, again, appealing to
Freddie’s broad spectrum of interests and his innate cultural curiosity. Given the decadence of
the film, its broad cultural canvas, the themes of sexual orientation and the fact that Cabaret not
only allows us to share the lives of the main characters but also places us in the audience, it is
easy to see now how much it influenced Freddie on many different levels while at the same time
providing him with confidence that he should embrace who he was at that moment in time and
be comfortable with the decisions he was making about himself, his present and his future.Just
over a year later, and to Freddie’s utter delight, The Rocky Horror Show landed in London and in
it we can see its cross-dressing elements (just one more example in a long tradition of boys
playing girls, from Shakespeare’s original plays to men playing women in British pantomime to
the later androgyny of British glam rockers, which would soon enough list Freddie Mercury
among their members). In the musical, Freddie related to Rocky’s underlying condemnation of
sexual puritanicalism and hypocrisy, something that makes the show still relevant to this day.At
the time of its release The Rocky Horror Show was a revelation. Gay men and women were
experiencing a tiny degree of genuine sexual freedom for the first time. Finally, they could meet
in public, could date (relatively) openly, and could see themselves represented positively in
movies and books for the first time and represented as attractive, sexual, sexy people. Cabaret
was one of the first films, along with The Rocky Horror Show, to portray gay men and women as
handsome, alluring and visually stunning. With all of this sudden visibility, they were no longer
required to conceal their sexual identity and live their lives in the closet, although many still did,



or had to, as Freddie would for the rest of his life. But that aside, Freddie, like so many creatives,
would be swept up by the newfound atmosphere of potential change and, dare anyone think so
far ahead, perhaps even acceptance. Their reaction to this freedom was to, naturally, go
crazy.Over the coming decades The Rocky Horror Show would take on a new and different
meaning, poignant and sad, but that still lay ahead. In 1973 who could possibly have known
what was to come, what the price of sexual freedom would cost?While all this was happening in
the world of cinema and theatre, pop music, too, embraced androgyny through the appearance
of glam rock. The first tentacles of glam rock touched culture in 1971 with T. Rex and their single
‘Bang A Gong (Get It On)’ but, in truth, it had been forming in the performances and personality
of Mick Jagger through the second half of the 1960s in his video performances, dressed up as a
nurse or Oscar Wilde, and in his song-writing (‘Honky Tonk Women’ has been commented on as
being about a drag queen). Combining this with his unusual look, that he even carried into his
acting in films such as Nicolas Roeg’s Performance (1970), it’s easy to see why Steven Simels
wrote of Jagger: ‘Hipless and emaciated, possessing lips of such astonishing lasciviousness,
that when you put him on stage he resembles nothing so much as some weird mixture of both
human sex organs’.5Suddenly, at the beginning of the 1970s, thanks to cultural icons such as
Mick Jagger, androgyny was not only accepted but was starting to become encouraged.
Seventy-five years previously, in the late-1890s, the very term ‘androgene’ had meant a type of
male homosexual who perhaps also referred to himself as a ‘female impersonator’. Now it was
back in fashion. As Marjorie Garber writes: ‘The 1960s and 1970s, like the 1890s of Oscar Wilde
and Aubrey Beardsley, demonstrated once again that androgyny – at least the “bad” androgyny,
the bad-boy or bad-girl androgyny – could be sexy. It was exciting in part because it was a
violation of one’s parents’ certainties about gender and gender roles and in part because
reading – the interpretation of signs – is always exciting. It was exciting, in other words, because
it was uncertain. It connoted risk.’6This androgyny, combined with the philosophy of artist Andy
Warhol that anyone could be a star if they looked like one, ushered in the new fashion of glam
rock and this, in turn, would draw Freddie in. All the roads, across the shifting social and cultural
decades, have led us hereGlam rock, in its very first classic incarnation in the UK, arose from a
number of distinct musical trends: in particular the love for retro 1950s three-chord rock’n’roll, a
general androgyny unleashed by the culture wars of that same time period, and the media and
technology from the time itself and of the future. Colour television was introduced. Pop in the
1960s was black and white, but burst into colour in British homes in the 1970s when you could
hire a colour TV set for the new colour broadcasts. Suddenly pop was colourful, glittering and
glamorous. Shining as a genre from 1972 to 1975, the typical UK glam rock song, therefore, was
loud, stomping, simple and flamboyant, with big guitar riffs and repeated chants. The typical
glam song of the time also featured heavy tribal beats (sometime two drummers would play on
one track) and a lead vocal that blurred at least some gender distinctions. This fitted precisely
with the ideas that Freddie had been forming throughout his adolescent years; all those lyrics
and musical concepts he had scribbled down in his bedroom that his mother had been warned



about discarding from under his pillow.Then, in 1972, in the midst of the rise of glam rock, David
Bowie created his persona Ziggy Stardust and instantly become the talk of the rock world. And
no one seemed to mind, or see, the overtly homosexual overtones. Bowie was a defining cultural
personality of the early 1970s, not merely because of his shifting sexuality, but because his
emphasis on image, theatricality and pastiche, as well as the narcissism of his stage persona,
seemed characteristic of the era. He set his own style with flamboyant colours and clothes, and
it must have suddenly seemed to Freddie that anything was possible. Philip Auslander expands
upon gender constructs and identity formations in his summation on the performative world of
glam. He states: ‘The demand for the freedom to explore and construct one’s identity, in terms of
gender, sexuality, or any other terms, is glam rock’s most important legacy.’7For Freddie, glam
rock was a vehicle through which he could allude to his homosexuality without having to commit
affirmatively or pronounce declaratively his preference towards men. He used Queen and then
creative works as a window of opportunity to liberate himself publicly through sexual innuendo
and allusion.Freddie stated: ‘I remember back in an interview where I said, “I play on the
bisexual thing.” Of course I play on it. It’s simply a matter of wherever my mood takes me. If
people ask me if I’m gay, I tell them it’s up to them to find out.’8Singer Marc Almond recalls well
the era in the 1970s after Bowie and Marc Bolan of T. Rex embraced glam rock and hid behind
androgyny to conceal or allude to sexual preferences: ‘After Bowie and Bolan it was OK to flirt
with androgyny. It didn’t strike me then that Freddie was actually gay. When Bowie claimed that
he was bi-sexual we really knew inside it was just play acting, all part of the shock value. Bowie
had a wife and child, so did Marc Bolan. Bolan was incredibly camp too, and fey and pouting and
preening, and had a breathy-lispy way of talking. I liked to imagine he was sleeping with his
bongo player, Micky Finn, but we knew he wasn’t really gay. So why should Freddie be gay?’
says Almond.9In some way one imagines Freddie must have been envious of Bowie, whose
voracious heterosexual appetite enabled him to play gay with safety and surety. Bowie of course
ceased all ‘Gay Pretence’ in 1983, coincidentally at the very advent of the AIDS crisis.But, in the
real world, the fans that followed Bowie’s lead and cautiously came out of the closet often
encountered hostility and violence.‘Looking back,’ says Almond, ‘it was easy for Bowie and
Bolan to say they were bi-sexual because at the end of the day they could go back to their
straight lives. Gay people couldn’t. Claiming to be bi-sexual was a survival mechanism for gay
men then.’10In most places, wearing glitter and mascara was a sure way to get a beating. So
was it any wonder that gay men and women, in their day-to-day lives and jobs, still felt
compelled to conceal their homosexuality? It was too great a risk, not only to them personally
and their families, but to their careers and their opportunities. Even superstars such as the ice
skater and Olympic gold medalist John Curry, who had a long affair with the actor Alan Bates,
stayed firmly in the closet. The only successful gays, though they never actually said the word
‘gay’ in showbiz, were on television: safe caricatures, grotesques and clowns. And there were no
openly gay singers or musicians. It was still several years before Tom Robinson broke into
mainstream culture and it was a decade or so away from Jimmy Somerville and the band
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30SomethingGirl, “We view the past from a different present. I think this is the longest review I’ve
left on a book yet but man this book reached deep down into my soul and touched it.I came into
this biography with a passing knowledge about Freddie Mercury, Queen and even the AIDS
epidemic. I grew up listening to Queen as my parents were big fans. They had every one of their
pre-90s albums on vinyl and I can still remember the very first one I listened to - News of The
World, I picked that one because it had the "weird robot" on the front - I was instantly hooked.
But growing up listening to their music and knowing their history are two different things. It wasn't
until I was in my late teens coming to terms with my own sexuality that I learned who exactly
Freddie Mercury was and how he died. I did some research on him, what limited stuff there was
on the internet at that time, but it took until I was an adult to really take up an interest in him and
his legacy.I watched the recent movie biopic Bohemian Rhapsody and it completely reignited
the fire of how much I have always loved Queens music. And instead of trolling through Wiki
pages trying to learn all I could about the history of Queen, and more specifically Freddie, that I
stumbled onto this book. And out of the seemingly 100s of Freddie biographies I could have
chosen to read - I am so glad I picked this one.Not only does this book seem to give a brash look
at Freddies life, choices, and consequences but as it goes through his timeline it chronicles HIV/
AIDS and its development and spread in history. Having these two story lines going on
simultaneously made Freddies life and death all that more poignant. Not to mention, I was born
in the late 80s. I was never around to see what our world was like at that time for LGBTQA
people and the struggles they had to face with the AIDS epidemic. “We view the past from a
different present” page 390. It is not something that is taught in school or anything so my
knowledge of it was limited to hearsay, movie plots and what little information I had come across
in my lifetime (ie I knew that our US Government at the time hindered a lot but I had no idea how
badly they messed up our people until reading this).While reading this book, any of the singles
they mentioned, performances, articles, places, events etc I looked up (unless I had them
already). So I listened to and watched things while reading this so I could really get in it. That so
helped. There were only a couple songs mentioned that I couldn't remember hearing, I looked
up people who I didn't know - basically immersed myself in this as much as I could.And by the
end of reading this, I had cried several times. This was an intense, incredibly emotional, powerful
biography. Freddie may have made some questionable choices in his life but he deserves all the
accolades and the legacy that came from his immense talents.”

M. Thompson, “Interesting But Thin On Sources. I am not sure about this one honestly. I gave it
four stars as it is very well written. But my issues stem with many unsubstantiated statements,
conjecture and maybe some made up stuff. The bibliography is well ordered, but it still seems
thin. What follows has many SPOILERS, you have been warned.Some issues with the book:1.
How could anybody know when Freddie Mercury caught HIV? There is a chapter in the book



which tries to pin it down to 1982, and maybe sometime in July or August. Aside from that being
a very morbid thing to do, it is IMPOSSIBLE to know when the guy caught that awful disease.
Maybe just the fact he caught the disease and died should be enough! No sources to back up
this claim.2. About sex....that is most of what the book concentrates on. Freddie did this or did
that. It also makes claims that Freddie was starting to get really promiscuous by 1975. However,
other books about Queen have not stated this as fact, it was always the late 1970s.. Is this just
conjecture and if not, where are the SOLID sources on this? This book just seems to care all
about Freddie Mercury and his sexual practices......it is obsessed with that aspect of Freddie.3.
Album sales. Queen was a very big band, with estimates putting sales anywhere from 150-300
million albums worldwide. That is all good and well, but the book states that A Night At The
Opera sold 12 million units worldwide. The sources I found claim only 6 million, but who really
knows. The point being, where is this information being pulled from? Were the authors making
this up as they went? Just look at the bibliography in the back and you will not find answers to
most of this stuff. You will find the authors pulling from other books written about Queen, from
earlier works that were published before this one. But it just feels like stuff was written, without
proper citation or research.4. It is about the music isn't it? Why is it all books about Queen
always concentrate on Freddie Mercury and his sexuality? This gets old and is not very
interesting. I don't care what sexual preference the man had, I care about the music Queen put
out, and some of Freddie's solo work, that is it! John, Brian and Roger are always mostly
ignored in these books and that is a shame. Brian May has so many memorable solos and riffs.
The same for the massively underrated John Deacon and his famous bass parts. Roger Taylor
is a good and competent drummer who also sang some awesome backup vocals or even sang
whole songs. Who doesn't love "I'm In Love With My Car," or "39"? Each of the four members
contributed much to the band, not just Freddie. They were truly a "supergroup" before the term
was invented.So out with the bad and in with the good:1. The parts about the beginnings of HIV
and AIDS, in Africa, in the early 1900s, are very well researched and interesting. This is one of
the best histories I have read about the HIV epidemic, and is done well. To clarify, I mean about
the earliest known history of the disease in humans.2. The book is written in a very unique
narrative style. It writes about events with Queen and at the same time writes about events in
the HIV/AIDS crisis; events that take place either in the same year or within a couple years of
each other. This part works very well in the book.3. It is really thick on the HIV/AIDS information,
but in simplified terms. To me, the book really feels like a companion piece to the excellent, and
now 30 years old, And The Band Played On by Randy Shilts. It feels similar to that book, though
not as thick. Almost like part II with Queen and Freddie Mercury as the sideshow.4. STL spends
a lot of time talking about all the great 1970s Queen music, which is really cool. My issue is
though is they only seem to spend time on the famous tracks, not the less famous ones
unfortunately. Seriously, it is about the music and anybody that claims fandom, outside of the
Greatest Hits, would know that the first 4 albums are just amazing. Queen II is solid all the way
through, so is Sheer Heart Attack, and the first album is one of the most varied and interesting



debuts from a famous band I have ever heard. By the time the book comes around to The
Game, it is full speed ahead and gives very little background on the albums after The Game.
Not tons on Flash, or the uneven Hot Space (I actually like this album and feel Freddie turns in
an amazing vocal performance on it). Many books on famous bands always do this. They
spend lengthy chapters on the early albums of a band, then rush to the finish line while
compressing information about the later works. There were stories to be told about the later
albums, but most of this was shelved in favor of the HIV/AIDS talk about Freddie, which is
disappointing. The last 3 albums Queen did in the 80s have some excellent tracks, despite
being uneven albums. Think such tracks as Gimme The Prize, It's A Hard Life, Princes of The
Universe, I Want It All, Breakthru, Was It All Worth It etc.5. About Live Aid....how many more
good things can be said about Queen and Live Aid? The book does a good job of describing
the lead up to the concert, and the performance itself.In summary: I give this a barely
recommend, despite the 4 star rating. It is well written, but makes many assertions that are not
based on hard facts and sources. You won't learn a lot more than what is in other books on
Queen. You will learn some new and interesting things about HIV/AIDS (The theories about
where the disease began are quite good), so that is a plus. It does go way too far on the
sexuality issue with Freddie. This is so disrespectful to Freddie Mercury and his memory.
Yet......the books on Queen cannot seem to get away from FOCUSING about it. Freddie
Mercury is possibly the greatest singer of all time, regardless of genre. Talk about his greatness
and don't give us conjecture about what is going on in his head....whatever. I liked "Is This The
Real Life" quite a bit more than this. This is worth a read for hardcore Queen fans, and maybe
rock fans in general. And while it has some emotional gut punching, it doesn't carry the force
that And The Band Played On does (I highly recommend this book). It is all about the music for
me, and Queen has that in spades.....great music and songs and albums!Last update: Get the
book. After rewatching the dog-s**t that is Bohemian Rhapsody, my review just doesn't seem
correct. That movie completely downplays the history of Mercury and Queen and the sexuality
going on here. What I now realize is how much Freddie and his sexuality, was part of the music.
I know, this was hiding in plain sight, but I get it now. Yes, the music matters, but so does the
truth. This book, while the bibliography could be much better, at least attempts the truth while
the movie bends the truth at every opportunity (except for Live Aid and the making of the
Bohemian Rhapsody song). The book isn't a character assassination of Mr. Bad Guy like the
movie......argh!  If you read this far, buy it!  Thanks for reading and stay safe.”

sking, “Freddie Mercury Inspires me again!!. I didn't know what to expect from this book. I've
seen Freddie in concert and have all of their albums and have followed the band for years. This
book delved into the history of HIV/AIDS. I learned quite a bit about the disease. In this respect it
helped me better understand what a homosexual went through back in the 70' and 80's, and
why they were not open about their sexuality. I also learned of the ignorance of many (myself
included) about the disease itself. Overall I rated this book high because I've always been



fascinated with Freddie. If you feel the same, this book will interest you. I read it in one week,
after work, in the evenings. I enjoyed reading about the stories, the people, and the lifestyle. It
was very entertaining. Those who know quite a bit about Freddie may not like the book as much
as I did!!! Great Read!! I wish the man was still alive because he truly was special. One of those
rare entertainers that doesn't come along often: Michael Jackson, Elvis Presley. Etc.”

Lydia Bailie, “AMAZING BOOK - SUCH A GOOD READ. I bought this book for my mum who was
interested in reading it - when she was finished I asked her for it and haven't been able to put it
down - being 25 years old myself and only 6 moths old when he died I have learned so much
about frieddie mercury which I've never known. I've always liked queens music but never really
gave his sad death a lot of thought as it wasn't really my era. After reading this however I have
realised how hard they all worked and how difficult it was for their band to become what it did
indeed become. It goes into so much detail and tells you a lot about the virus and how it
originated and spread - it's extremely heartbreaking to read at times but it has opened my eyes
to so much of the virus and I find it all fascinating but very sad too. It talks of the difficulty Freddie
was facing throughout his whole life - coming out and then aids. Really amazing book would
recommend it to anyone - I would even say you don't even have to be a big queen fan to enjoy
this book just a brilliant read.”

Mr. Christopher M. Letch, “Waste. Read this with a very large box of tissues, not just for Freddie
but all the people who've died from this terrible disease. The stigma people have to suffer from
just because somebody things it's perfectly fine to slap labels, on people who live life differently
to them!!!!!!! Goodbye an amazing person, singer and someone who can never be replaced. You
will be forever missed freddie.”

Dave Stainton, “Brilliant. I've read many biographies about Freddie the man and the performer
but this was the first that really affected me and actually gave me something new. Thank you so
much Matt and Mark for the obvious care and attention which went into writing the book. Highly
recommended to anyone with even a passing interest in Freddie or Queen, or who want to
educate themselves about the terrible history of AIDS.”

les wilson, “A must for all Queen and Freddie fans. I am not normally a reader of biographies that
are not written by the person or persons that are being written about.This book uses a lot of
quotes and storyline that has been seen and heard previously. However, the way it was
interwoven with the history of how the aids virus began and was transmitted was very interesting
and insightful.As a Queen fan since Killer Queen was released, the Book brought out so many
great memories and emotions of the best Band and Front Man that there has ever been.”

elephantgun, “Absolutely great. But it's not about music or Queen. Read it in 5 days. Absolutely
great.But it's not about music or Queen. It's about Freddie's personal life, mainly.There are some



aspects of Queen, but as a background for his story.”

The book by Matt Richards has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 1,630 people have provided feedback.
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